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SGA Elections
Soon Underway
Secretary Only Contested
Position in 2002
SGA to multicultural aware
By Robert Schmetter
ness." Fitzpatrick also plans
StaffWriter
to institute a "responsible
fiscal policy" along with "high
levels of positive progres
sion."
With the passing of the
As a legislator and Vice
March 22 deadline for can
President,
Fitzpatrick helped
d id a te petitions, the SGA
election season has officially bring the SGA to its largest
legislation in 10 years; a leg
begun.
Most positions are going islation he described as "the
uncontested this year, with most well-trained." He also
current Vice President Chris instituted Jhe Independent
Fitzpatrick as the presidential Student Teacher Evaluation
forerunner and President Pro as well as the first combined
Tempore- Orlar} dp/Cabrera SGA/Greek C ouncil Fall
Leadership Conference,
running fo r Vice
Vice PresidentidPcandiDerek M d cch iS l jhe sgfe| j
nominee IbrTf^asucfiF, # ? date OriandbCabrera ’s platThe ofSy §ontesféí^ po&£ jforcrf w ill^d lu d e "taring the
tion this yearisTor Secretary. %tffe things on carripus [that
Colleen Halpin will be run cause problems]»” which he
ning against ThbqpasHoskTñ-, -says in c lu d è f the parking
son, with a tentativfedebate <0 ja 1 ip » r9 \' scheduled for April 4. " 9 9,/- " T Q e ^ ^ e fh is "number one
The candidate for the1 látferíty is to train the new
Board of Trustees Student legislators.”
During his SGA career,
Alternate is Alfred L. Fatale III,
while Anthony F. Johnson will Cabrera helped streamline
the C onstitutional Review
be running for Justice.
Presidential nominee Chris C om m ittee, trained fresh
Fitzpatrick w ould like to man legislators, and brought
bring an "era of ch a ng e " more organizations to the SGA.
Derek Macchia, nominee
if elected, by "leading the
for Treasurer, feels the posi

Pennington Elected
President of NAS PA
By Lillian M. Aleman
HewsEditor

MSU’s Vice President of
Development and Campus
Life has been elected as
President for the leading
organization in the country
for studenf affairs, adminis
tration and policy.
Karen Pennington will
serve on the executive com
mittee of the National Asso
ciation of Student Personnel
Administrators (NASPA), a
group that has over 9,000
individual members and
more than 1,200 institutional
members across the country.
The position is a threeyear term th a t begins as
President-Elect, President,
and ends as Immediate Past
President.
Each of the positions
holds similar responsibilities,
and the transition helps to
create continuity in direc
tion for the organization.
“Several appointments
of chairpersons for national

meetings will be m ade by
the current President, but the
meetings will not be held until
my term in office, as there is

much planning that must
take place," explains Pen-

tion will help him, “ ...better
serve the student b o d y.”
M acchia ran for Treasurer
last year, but was forced to
back out due to internship
commitments. As treasurer.

he says he will im plem ent
a plan to, “increase the
amount of available funds [to
students] without increasing
fees.”
In the contested position

fo r S e cre ta ry, le g is la to r
Thomas Hoskinson is basing
his platform around the
implementation of comput-

COURTESY OF M C A MPANA

Vice P re sid e n t o f S tu d e n t A ffa irs a n d C am pus Life,
Karen Pennington, has been elected as President for
the leading organization for student affairs.

See "NASPA" ONP.3
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Condemnation or Constructive Criticism?
“It is no surprise to us that clair State University.
we have run into this problem.
The intention behind these
We will solve it, but we. have grants is so that communi
to work on it.”
ties are able to respond to
The Community Out
T h e
the needs
reach Partnership Center COPC pro
of their resIT IS NO SURPRISI
(COPC) of MSU has become gram is an
id e n t s.
THAT WE HAVE RUN
the center of controversy. enterprise of
C O P C
COPC, a program designed the Departdoes so by
INTO THIS PROBLEM
to help the community, m e n t o f
concen
has been accused of ignor Housing and
W E WILL SOLVE IT,
trating on
ing residents, specifically Urban Develhelping to
BUT WE HAVE TO
those of a lower ethnicity, o p m e n t ' s
solve three
as stated in an article of (HUD) Office
u r b a n
WORK ON IT. 99
The Montclair Times several of University
problems:
weeks ago.
-Dr. Ken Sroot
Partnerships.
C
ommu
Anthrofoo/ogy Def.
“ One of the main goals In Septem 
nity Orga
of COPC, has been to ber 2001, a $400,000 three- nization Activities, Housing,
a ttra ct diverse people to year grant was provided for and Education. They do so
work,” said Dr. Ken Brooks of the encouragement of joining with the help of their partners
the Anthropology Depart the community of Montclair HomeCorp and The Montment.
with the community of Mont
S ee "COPC" o n p.6
By Jennifer Bender
StaffWriter

Earlier this week, the Com m unity Outreach Partnership
C enter (CO PC) s e t up an in form ation table fo r
in tereststu dents. C O PC has re c e n tly been accu se d
o f ignoring ethnic classes in their program m ing which
assists the com m unity o f Montclair.
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3/21/02 - Officers
responded to Lot 18
on a reported dispute
between two commuter
st ud e n t s .
3/20/02 - A n MSU EMS
reported that he was
missing his EMS walkie
-talkie.
The radio
was used to transmit
several false reports,
police said.
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E ditor-In-C hief

1973)655253-0

M a n a g in g Editor

(973) 655258-2

Production Editor

(973) 655258-2

Treasurer

(973) 65524
5 -1

Editoriai Board
3/19/02 - A Bohn
Hall resident reported
receiving harassing
phone calls.

howers

partly cloudy

3/19/02 - Little Falls
Fire Department
responded to the Student
Center to .put out a fire
on a piece of clothing
outside the EMS office.

N e w s Editor
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655-

O p in io n Editor
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Feature Editor
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Humour Editor
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P hotography Editor
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G ra p h ic Design Editor
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Office of Advertising
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A dvertising D ire cto r

2 3- 7
(973) -5
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B ookkeeper

mostly cloudy

(973) 6 55 - -5 2 3 7

G ra p h ic D esigner

Advertising Policy
3/20/02 - Officers
responded to Stone Hall
on the report of
an person trespassing.
The person was
transported to
headquarters and
released pending a
court date in Little|
Falls.

The M o n tc la rio n w ill n o t p rin t a d s fo r

3/18/02 - An officer
responded to Parking
Services on the report
of a stolen immobilizer
boot.

mostly cloudy

hate speech or displaying intolerance for
th e p o litic a l v ie w p o in ts a n d o p in io n s o f
a s p e c ific g ro u p , o r a d s w ith excessive

58

partly cloudy

3/18/02 - Central
Receiving Stores
reported that .unknown
individuals gained entry
through a locked gate and
stole several items.

Anyone who has information, regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station from
any cam pus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). A ll calls
are strictly confidential.

alcohol, tobacco, o r firearms, ads advocating

W ednesday ^

mostly cloudy

55
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n u d ity o r w ith e x c e s s iv e d e p ic tio n s o f
v io le n c e , a c c o rd in g to lo c a l sta n d a rd s.

Deadlines
The d e a d lin e to submit advertisem ents to
The M o ntclario n is the M o n d a y o f the week
o f publication.

Billina
The M o ntclario n is distributed on Thursdays
a nd invoices and tearsheets a re m ailed the
fo llo w in g M o n d a y . Tearsheets for p re-p a id
ads must b e requested. Thirty (30) days are
given fo r paym ent a fte r the insertion date,
a fte r w hich a 15 percent finance charge is
levied. A fte r sixty (60) days, accounts are
re fe rre d to an outside collection agency.

n

AD R A TES
O N -C A M P U S
Full page - $168.00
Half page - $105.00
Quarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $32.00 |

Controversy over Student Directory
Police Chase Ends at Police Border
Two Jepps were ..stolen yesterday -morning .on Glen Road; which
led to a three-block police pursuit, to the border of Orange.
Police, spotted two men breaking into one of the vehicles and

O F F -C A M P U S
Full page - $310.00
Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $125.00
Eighth page - $80.00

SG A Election Update

moments later, a silver B M W sped aw ay followed by two ¡eeps.
'P olite ¿Rased" the three cars but stopped the pursuit at the
O range town line. O ne Jeep was later recovered in East* jE
Orange.

Review of Echobrain

Classifieds (up to 30 wds.)

Mother Turns Daughter in to Police

$ 10.00

A Vernon teenager has been arrested on drug charges after
being turned in by her mother. After finding a hypodermic

C a ll (973) 655-5237
fo r m ore information.

needle at her home, Alison Mulholland made a difficult “tough ■
love" decision — she picked up the telephone and called police.
Her daughter, Blair Kittredge, 18, was arrested M onday at 3:35
p.m. after Mulholland called police to investigate possible drug

montclarion

possession and use by her daughter.

Robbery Gone Bad Turns Deadly
New ark resident Morris Battle, 27, was arrested for the killing
of another New ark man earlier this month. Police said Battle
gunned down the man in an abandoned rooming house in
retaliation because the man broke into Battle's home and stole

SGA

Montclair State University
113 Student Center Annex
Upper Montclair. New Jersey 07043
E-mail: montclarion'1hotmail.com
Pnpne: (973) 655-5169 Fax: (973) 655-7804

News & Notes
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money. Battle also shot and injured a woman police said.

r
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Pr o d u c t io n Ed ito r

h ie f

Inbal Kahanov

James Davison
M
C om piled from The Star L e d k b / a r / e H arper

Class III Justice Studies
Club was chartered.

Fraternity May be Charged for Pledges Death

Class IW M S C -F M
rechartered.

a n a g in g

intoxication. Investigators have said that charges in the case could
range from hazing to manslaughter. Paramedics found Daniel
Reardon, 19, unconscious following a party at the fraternity house
in early February. He was in a coma and died a week later after
being taken off life support.

Sailors Return Home from Terrorism Fight
The first of five ships returning from the w ar against terrorism

ew s'

E D iiy ^ g l

In t e r im O

p in io n

Theodore Roosevelt pulled into port following a record 189 days
at sea.

Dead Bodies Found on Beach

Fe a t u r e : Ed

The Commuter Student
Union was approved.
President urges legislators
to write a letter to
Administration about
possible parking fee
increase.
Undergraduate opinion
questions constructed and
voted on for Spring 2002
Ballot.
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"SPORTS

Krystal M c G in n is

Kristin C urry
Lacey Smith
Tina Snyder

>Arts
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COPY"
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G raphic D esign

M ik e C a fa ra

Lauren L ib ia

FACUITY ADVISER • Professor Ruth B ayard Smith
The Faculty Adviser neither prereads nor regulates the contents of The AAontdolon.
for which its editors are totally responsble.

M ontclair State University. Published weekly, except during examinations; summer and winter
sessions. The M ontclarion is funded by, student fees distributed by the SGA and by incoming
advertising revenue. The views expressed in the Opinion section, with the exception of the
M ain Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The Montclarion. The first edition of The
Montclarion. then named The Pelican, was published on November 28, 1928.

walking along a popular beach just north of Santa Cruz California
on Tuesday. Police say all the victims appear to be in their mid20s and died of gunshot wounds. A shotgun was found nearby.

C om piled from cnn.com b y Valarie H arper

it o r

Simona Kogan

r

A dvertising D irector • K e v in S c h w o e b e l
The Montclarion is a Class O ne organization o f the Student Government Association. Inc. of

The bodies of two women and a man were found by people

There w ere not suicide notes or signs of struggle.

Ed it o r

Gina Nitting

docked yesterday in Norfolk, Virginia, where family members
waited the return of U.S Navy and M arine personnel. The USS

C hi ef C o p y e d i t o
|\Aichele Phipgny

Lillian M . /y@ usifll

of M aryland College Park could face criminal charges after
an autopsy concluded that a student pledge died from alcohol

Christine Zielinski

M ike Sanchez

N

Members of the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity at the University

T reasurer

e d it o r

e

c o

r d

ingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that w e v e made
mistake in a sto ry please call Editor-ln-ChiefJames Davison at (9 7 3 ) 6 5 5 - 5 2 3 0 .
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NASPA
Continued from p. 1
nington.
and working closely with the execu
"I need to be involved in select tive director and the national office
ing those persons and in the prepara staff.
tions or the meetings so that when
Pennington has many goals that
they occur, I am fully informed," said she plans on accomplishing during
Pennington.
her term at NASPA, which includes
As President-Elect, Pennington expanding membership, providing
believes she will aid MSU for many educational leadership within the
reasons, including gaining a greater University, serving as the external
knowledge and understanding of voice for student affairs, and promot
conditions that effect higher edu ing the growth of all ranks and groups
cation, and creating networking within the profession.
capabilities w ith xcolleagues from
"During my term, my vision for
various universities
NASPA is of a future
and schools across
6 6 ... m y v is io n f o r
that further estab
the country.
lishes our organiza
"That network
N ASPA IS OF A FUTURE tion as the interna
ing is an extremely
tional voice, for stu
THAT FURTHER
im portant part of
dents and student
my work,, as w hat
ESTABLISHES OUR
affairs profession
is happening at
als."
ORGANIZATION....9 9
other campuses
Pennington has'
affects us all,” said
been a member of
- K a r e n P e n n in g to n ,
Pennington.
V P o f S tu d e n t D e \^ e /o fo m e n t NASPA since 1988.
"If I can keep
a n d (S d m p x js L ife
She has also been
current about the
part of the Health
theories and prac
Education Leadership Project (HELP),
tices that guide what we do, have which was designed to assist col
colleagues th a t I can call on for leges and universities in HIV and AIDS
advice, and have exposure to awareness education.
national issues as they occur, I will be
She has recently been the Region
a better supervisor to my staff and II Vice President and chair of the
provide more informed direction for nominations and awards committee,
services and programs."
a member of the NASPA Strategic
Some of the duties th a t Pen Membership Committee, a chair on
nington will be responsible for as the NASPA task force on campus
President-Elect are ensuring that the violence, and the NASPA represen
plans set by the board of directors ta tive to the U.S. D epartm ent of
are followed through, making sug Jusfice/National Criminal Justice
gestions for the policies, future goals, Association.
and direction o f the organization.

D on't ju s t
turn th e page...
make th e page!
Write for the News
Section
Contact Lillian Aleman
News Editor
X5241
or
msunews@hotmail.com

1-3: VENDORS SC Ballroom A:
Including Massage Therapy, Vision Screening, Yoga,
Reiki, Tarot Readings, etc.

10:30-4: BLOOD DRIVE, BONE
V1ARROW SC Ballroom C
Registration

BREAKOUTS IN SC Ballroom B:

12:30 - I pm: Leslie Turner - Food Mood Connection
: 15 - 1:45pm: Doreen Vitkuske - Intro to Spiritual»'

2-2:30 pm: Yoga with Star Seed
2 :4 5 -3 :15 pm: Hollis Baker - Past Life Regression

STUDENT LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

OEPflHTHEHTOFHEALTHPROFESSIONS g f f iW m e n 'i
PHYSICALEDOCRTIOH. RECRERTIOH

M ill Center.

MONTCIA«STATEUNIVERSITY
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STATE
UNIVERSITY

# lt il

WELLNESS EDUCATION
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MSU C h ild C a re C en ter:
B a c k to th e D ra w in g B o a rd
less costly facility for $5 million.
"It is because [President SusanCole] is so supportive of the new
Children’s Center that she has asked
us to work with Semmy Ju and come
up with a more economical plan,"
The recent rejection of the $8 mil said Cutler.
lion architecture plans for a new Chil
According to Deluca, drawings
dren’s Center has forced both the for the 27,000 square foot, single-story
College of Education and Human building set to match the Spanish
Services and the current Child Care a rchitecture of MSU, began two
facilities on campus ba ck to the years ago alongside contractor C-J.
drawing board.
Lawler for many reasons.
Because the Children’s Center
One such reason was a recent
does not bring in tuition dollars or requirement for NJ schools to provide
benefit all MSU students as other support and accommodations for
building projects on campus do, the children with and without disabilities
entire cost of the proposal will be to learn side by side, which is not
fundraised.
the case with the three Child Care
The fear of many
centers currently
involved
in the
6 6 THE IDEAL CENTER WE at MSU.
project, such as
There are also
PLANNED ON MIGHT NOT
Director of the Child
various court man
Care Center Janey
BE A REALITY, BUT THERE dates that have
DeLuca, was that
increased
the
the projected esti
IS ALWAYS ROOM FOR
amount of com
m ate of $8 million
prehensive class
EXPANSION.... 9 9
was “ out of reach"
rooms in public
-J c m e y D e L u c a ,
because there was
schools, which Spi
a
possibility
of
D ir e c to r o f (D h i/d (D a re o tta feels is a nec
frightening potential H
C D e n fe r essary reason for
donors aw ay from
obtaining the new
the idea of a completely fundraised Children's Center.
building.
“We need to increase the amount
During a meeting two weeks ago of inclusiveness, then continue with
with the Dean of the C ollege of the limitations we currently have,"
Education and Human Services Ada said Spiotta.
Beth Culter, both DeLuca and the
Also, with the increasing amount
Psychoeducational director, Toni of students in the Early Childhood/
Spiotta were m ade aware of the Elementary education program who
situation.
spend time in both the Child Care
"We realized that the building Center and the psychoeducational
designed by the architect we c e n te r programs observing and
worked with is too expensive and learning from and with the children,
we need to go back to the draw the new Children's Center is
ing board to have a less expensive extremely prevalent.
building designed," said Cutler.
Although the price tag has
Because of the high projected dropped and the plans have been
cost of fhe center, MSU facilities tossed, DeLuca and Spiotta remain
management employee, Semmy Ju, optimistic with the plans to redesign
who was unavailable for comment, a more econom ical building that
was recently asked to re-design a will make the task of fundraisihg a

III

By Lillian M. Aleman
NewsEditor

M IK E CAFARO /T H E MONTCLARION

Title lim ited room children have to hold their belongings, such as the
coatroom shown above, can be dangerious when hazardous m aterials
above them could possibly fall and h urt a child.

M IKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION

Children gather in the sm all room s o f the Child Care Center in Stone
Hall.

bit easier.
“ Even though the ideal center we
planned on might not be a reality,
there is always room for expansion in
the future," said DeLuca.
Child Care Center

300-400 students in our Early
Childhood/Elementary Education
programs and they all spend time
in both programs observing and
learning from and with children."
"We are increasing enrollment
in the Early Childhood/Elementary
programs, so an enlarged Children’s
Center will be helpful.”

There are currently three pro
grams on campus that assist with
the care of children from the age
Demonstration Program
of three months through five years
of age.
The Demonstration Program is a
The Child Care Center, which is special education school for three to
located in Stone Hall, offers early five-year olds diagnosed with autism,
care and education to children of pervasive disorders, and significant
MSU students and staff, as well as educational learning needs.
families from surrounding commun
Because of space restraints, the
ties.
current Demonstration Program is
There are a total-of 120 children only able to have 12 children.
that are currently on a waiting list
"There are many children whose
because the center is licensed to families are waiting for new spots to
hold a maximum of 76 children at open in the program," said Spiotta.
one time due to space restrictions.
According to the recent proposal,
"Our waiting list gets longer and parents and school districts call daily
tighter and it's unfor
to seek admission
tu n a te we c a n ' t
for the additional
66 T h e r e a r e m a n y
a c c o m m o d a te all
children.
the families," said
There are also
CHILDREN WHOSE
DeLuca.
problems with the
FAMILIES ARE WAITING accessibility of fhe
There are four
rooms in the Chil
Demonstration
FOR NEW SPOTS TO
dren's center which
Program because
OPEN IN THE
include an infant
its location is upon
room (3-15 months
a small hilltop on
PROGRAM. 99
o ld ),
toddler
i Toni Sfoiotto, Director c Clove Road.
( 1¿ m o n th s "It's not acces
Psychoeducational CDente
2 7 m o n t h s )•,;
sible and it needs
p re -sch o o l (27 month- 3 l/2years),
to be for the chil
and the Pre-K room (3 1 / 2 - 5 year dren because of the terrain is hard
old), which according to DeLuca, to handle," said Spiotta.
are not appropriately spaced..
“Little children we can carry, but
"The new center would provide there are issues where they might
us with enough space not only to need crutches, and we don't want
have more children enter our center, anyone to get hurt."
but it would give us bigger rooms so
A lthough there have been
things won’t be as crowded."
thought to possibly fixing the current
One-third of the 80 student work building where the demonstration
ers for the Child Care center are program resides, the narrowness of
in the Early Childhood Education fhe internal hallways of the building
Program.
prevent that from occurring.
According to Cutler, “ We have
The new Children's Center will be

www.themontclarion.com
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able to offer “ easy, direct acces
sibility,” according to the recent
proposal.

According to Director of Major
Gifts, Nancy Hutchinson, ticket sales
for events such as the University Dinner
d e d ic a te d to the new C hildren’s
Jeffrey Dworkin Early
Center last March, has also contrib
Childhood Program
uted to over $180,000 of the fundraised monies.
The Jeffrey Dworkin Early Child
"The people who cam e to the
hood Program is an early interven dinner either became donors or
tion program for families with infants made connections with other donors,
and toddlers who
which is a form of
have been d ia g 
66 W e r e a l iz e d t h a t networking th a t is
nosed with a range
needed in fundrais
THE BUILDING
of disabilities includ
ing” said Hutchin
ing autism, spina
son.
DESIGNED BY THE
bifida, hearing and
Private founda
ARCHITECT WE
sight impairments
tions, such as the
and feeding disorH.C. Foundation of
WORKED WITH WAS
. ders.
New York, the Mont
Children from
clair Foundation of
TOO EXPENSIVE. 99
birth to three years
~/\<da G&fh (Dufier, New Jersey, and the
of age come to the
MRM Foundation,
Dean o f CDEHS
program as refer
which has already
rals from Special Child Heath Ser contributed $100,000, have been
MIKE CAFARO /THEMONTCLARION
vices, physicians, or hospitals.
c o n ta cte d with proposals seeking
B e c a u s e a n adequate facil ca p ita l support for the new Child Another example o f the tight spaced rooms in the current Child Care
Center.
ity o n c a m p u s is unavailable, Care Center.
interventionists wor k with these
The p ro po sa ls sent to the foun Kids! Foundation," which is primarily
children only in the family’s home.
dations include an in-depth analysis focused on high quality childcare
According to a recent proposal of the three childcare programs, an and early education programs.
statement for the n e w C h i l  explanation of the extent of need
Proposals have also been submit
d r e n ' s Center, interventionists in each program, and a proposed ted to "Newman’s Own Foundation,"
work with 125 families, 25 which monetary amobnt to be considered. which is funded by the sales of actor
are from Montclair, when just three
Although corporate sponsors, Paul Newman’s food products.
years ago, the University supplied grants, fundraising events, and private
With 20 percent of the estimeated
intervention for only 25 families.
donors have attributed to the fund $5 million raised within the last two
The new Children's Center will be that has been raised,
years, the timeta
able to provide both an on-campus individual donors or
ble for when con
66 O u r w a it in g l is t
service for the intervention program "family foundations,” ,
struction will begin
where staff members will be able to according to Hutchin
for the new Chil
GETS LONGER AND
assist more children because of the son, have d o na ted
dren's Center is
TIGHTER AND IT’S
reduced travel time.
the largest portion *
unknown. . .
They will also be able to offer for the C hildren’s
“ I hope we
UNFORTUNATE WE ,
therapy rooms, activity rooms and Center.
could look fo r
studios, along with "a staff compris
CAN’T ACCOMMODATE ward to a new
Richard
Pzend,
ing a.nurse, tba'Chbrs, therdpist and. parent of a child who ALL THE FAMILIES. 99 Children’s Center
coreultji^j^,.
successfully graduaround the same
-Jcmey DeLuco, time the College
a ted from both the
Fundraising
Demonstration School . p
Director Child Core Ctr. of Education and
and the Jeffrey Dwor
Human Services
Currently, $1 million has been kin Early Childhood Program, wrote moves its new home in the new
fundraised for the Children’s Center personal letters to friends and business Academic Building, but it’s difficult to
through, various sources.
colleagues that resulted in more than say at this point," said Cutler.
Donors have consisted of corpo $300,000 in donations.
The academ ic building Cutler is
rate sponsors, such as Fleet National
There is approximately $2 million referring to is expected to begine
Bank, Summitt Bank, 1st Union Bank, in grant requests that are pending construction this upcom ing fall
Prudential, Sodexho Marriott, Best a t foundations and corporations semester and be completed by the
Foods, Public Services and Goya.
such as Rosie O'Donnell's, “ For All Fall of 2003.

The R oad
To A N ew
F acility

MIKE CAFARO /T H E MONTCLARION

The steps that lead up to the Demonstration Program at Clove Road are inaccessible to the children who
depend on the program. The new Children’s Center will be an accessible, one-floor building that will be able
to hold children from both the Psychoeducational and the Child Care Program.
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Elections

COPC

Continued from p. 1

Continued from p. 1

ers and technology into the SGA.
competition, “ [Itjgave me motiva clair Council Township.
Hoskinson, if elected; plans to use tion to strive and work harder", and
HomeCorp and the M ontclair
the Internet to promote SGA events with her eventual win, she “ ...felt Township Council have a dynamic
as well as for archives.
supported by the student body."
and successful partnership with
Hoskinson's opponent Colleen
Orlando Macchia agrees, adding COPC of Montclair State University.
Halpin says her; "first priority is to that it, "takes away from the demo
HomeCorp, a community-based
improve the awareness of organiza cratic process."
non-profit organization, focuses
tions with the SGA." Her plan includes
Chris Fitzpatrick says that although on providing affordable housing in
publishing an events calendar for he regrets not being able to run a response to the problems addressed
Class I - IV organizations.
campaign, the lack of contention, by Montclair residents.
As the current
"...leaves me free
"The University has been helpful in
Director of Public
to give 100 per many ways," said Executive Director
66 C o m p e t it io n
Relation for the SGA,
c e n t to [my cur of HomeCorp, Beverly Riddick.
she feels the position
rent]
position.”
HomeCorp and COPC work
FORCES PEOPLE TO
of Secretary, which
Ultimately,
it together in addressing the necessities
FIGURE OUT WHAT
includes the respon
comes down to of the residents of Montclair in new
sibility of keeping files
student interac housing developments, im prove
THEY REALLY STAND
and records, would
tion.
ments, and promoting neighbor
be a continuation of
Mammaro says hood developm ent overall. The
FOR. 99
her current duties.
that the main ben Montclair Township Planning Director,
-CZd/leen Halpin, efit of campaign Karen Kadus had the notion to con
Board Of Trustees
Student Alternate
S G /\ Secretary Candidate ing is, "g e ttin g centrate on the Pine Street/Glenfield
candidate Alfred L.
to know the stu Park area of Montclair.
Fatale III says one of
dents."
"It has always been a neigh
his main concerns will be with tuition,
Secretary hopeful Colleen Halpin borhood that was affordable, but
citing Trenton's funding cuts.
adds that, "Competition forces thought of as a bit unsafe; it was the
He believes it is, "im portant for people to figure out what they really perfect opportunity," stated Kadus.
students to voice their concerns stand for."
In response to the recent specula
about a tuition increase." •
Halpin will let the student body tion on the program in general, the
Fatale's major contribution during know what she stands for when she Housing Project will be reconstructurhis two years with the SGA was faces off against fellow Secretary ized, and tailored to the needs of
authoring the Student Bill of Rights.
c a n d id a te Thomas Hoskinson at the population. A series of workshops
The lack of contention this year for the tentative debate scheduled tor that the Township hosted are being
most of the SGA positions has stirred Thursday, April 4.
m odified to a p p e a l more to the
mixed feelings among legislators and
Voting will begin on Saturday, community.
candidates alike.
April 6 and continue on April 8, April
Home Ownership Workshops and
Current President Jeanette Mam- 9, April 10, and April 11.
Financial Advisement are just a few
maro is disappointed by the lack
of the things that will be presented
of candidates, citing her own cam 
to the community. Kadus plans to
paign last year when she was one
"get down to the individual" and
of three candidates. She says thè
solve the problems. She hopes to do

so through offering this advisement
and budgeting suggestions.
"This is a new program (COPC
has been in effect for six months)
and it is understandable that you
have to re-think things and reflect,”
Kadus stated.
The COPC program is still at a
beginning stage and has welcomed
com m ents and suggestions. It is
through the community’s expression
that the COPC program will know
how to a cco m m o d a te and work
with residents. Working with and join
ing the community and the University
is a goal of COPC.
One of the many importances to
Kathryn Hammond, the Coordinator
of COPC, is to practice campuscommunity cooperation in bringing
new life to the community. In working
with public relations and being in
such a diverse town as Montclair, it is
important to take into consideration
all of the different ethnicities and
to accommodate everyone as best
as possible.
COPC strives to do so and highly
welcomes the diversity among the
community and the University. While
they may be facing a bump in the
road right now, the COPC will work
on a way to overcome it. For COPC,
it may not always be about expelling
a problem; it may be about turning
the negative into the positive.
"It is not a one way, it is a learning
experience for everyone. To take the
negative in is at first hard, gradually
though, you can become optimistic
about it,” remarked Hammond.
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Prisoner, N.A.S.O. Unites Africans in Style
Then
‘African Night' Provides a Display of African Culture
Professor

pie of African heritage as well as poem "A Poem of Redemption” in
native culture.
the Swahili language. Three other
“This art represents the unique members beat out intense African
ness of a nation and people who rhythms on drums as many got up
are indeed d ignified," said Fred on the floor and danced.
Anderson, N.A.S.O.'s Public Relations
A skit was also performed by
officer.
members to show how proud of
usic, food and dancing were
Among the art that was dis culture one should be. This skit
only a portion of the festivities played were necklaces of wood cut portrayed an African family living in
engaged in while celebrat with' stone-shaped animals. There America whose son was beginning
ing African culture and unity during were also hand carved w ooden
to attend school. The father's final
the second annual "Native African sculptures of these animals, which
By Kara Morillo
words to his son were "Do not forget
Student Night."
represented the countries of Africa who you are. Do not forget your
StaffWriter
On March 21, the Native African such as giraffes, hippopotamuses, culture." The boy attended school
Studenf Union (N.A.S.O.) presented and lions. In addition, there were in native African dress, but was
this event, themed "African Unity,” in beaded bags, sandals, paintings mocked by the other students, at
an effort for all to
of the people, and which point a member of N.A.S.O.
dmit it already! You've cursed com e together
a variety of pictures stepped in and said as Africans,
66 T h e e v e n in g
our government. You might've and ce le b ra te
of people wearing all (we) must not disrespect or forget
said something bad a b o u t the distinct cul
STARTED WITH A D J
kinds of native dress our roots.
Bush out loud. You’ve held shouting ture of Africa
and headwear.
At the end of the evening,
p l a y in g A f r ic a n d a n c e
debates in class because that know- and its native
As the
night N.A.S.O presented a documentary
it-all sitting in the front row said some countries.
called "Stereotypes." It presented
MUSIC AS BOTH MEMBERS unfolded, f ood was
thing so contradicting to your beliefs
The evening
served buffet-style. a clear depiction of the stereo
that the anger you felt exploded started with a DJ
AND GUESTS ENTERED
There were over a types many Africans and Africaninto words.
playing African
dozen native African Americans currently face in their
IN
BRIGHTLY
COLORED
How would you feel if your free dance music as
entrees to sample as culture..
dom was taken away?
bofh members
A f r ic a n d r e s s .99
well as unique drinks
The night was a huge success.
What if your freedom never and
guests
like ginger beer from Members and guests alike came
existed?
entered in brightly colored
fhe Jamaican islands. together to enjoy and to be apart
Dr. Lidia Falcon and Dr. Nawal Native African dress. Many of the
Fish, beans, and whife and orange of the distinct culture of native
El Saadawi, both aw ard-w inning women wore unique dresses with rice were only half of the rare foods
authors and world-renown activists jewelry and matching headdresses; from fhese counfries that everyone Africans. Throughout the festivi
ties, respect for the highly unique
know what it is to be silenced. It is while the men wore rare patterned got to enjoy.
culture
and heritage shone brightly
what brought them together many and colorful native shirts and long,
Throughout the night, many fes through as everyone celebrated
years ago in the international fight lavish robes.
tivities were presented to celebrate both the past and the future of
for women's righfs. Both were impris
On tables a t the front of the and to show true unity to the culture
native Africans, and most impor
oned on false charges and retold ballroom, beautiful native art from
and heritage of Africa.
tantly, all of this was celebrated with
their struggle last Thursday, March Ghana and other African countries
Anthony Maima, an MSU student an immense sense of unity.
21 in their dialogue called "Women was displayed. This art was an examand member of N.A.S.O. read the
as Political Prisoners: International
Perspectives” .
The Women's Center, Women's
Falcon attributes this number to
Studies
Program, and Spanish the growing business of drug use
department co-sponsored the event brought into Spain by international
in honor of Women’s History Month.
"m afias". Wifh them, they bring
Falcon, 67, is the founder of the young girls who will inevitably be sold
Partido Feminista de España (Feminist into prostitution, a $7 billion global
Party of Spain) and author of over industry.
30 books. Under fhe dictatorship of
“ In jails, we do not find the heads
Francisco Franco (1939-1975), she of Mafia groups, nor the bankers
was imprisoned twice, once on the or businessmen...only the poor pros
account of being an accom plice to titutes and those who are powerless
a Basque terrorist.
go to prison,” commented Falcon.
Reading excerpts from her
She continued to say that politi
memoir, In Hell: Being a Woman in cal prisoners found in jail are the "ter
the Jails o f Spain,
rorist kind": wives,
Falcon d e p ic te d f l
woman-friends, and
66
|
RECOMMEND
ALL
the horror she saw
mothers who all
while incarcerated.
OF YOU GO TO
were suspected of
She explained the
being accomplices
PRISON!...YOU FEEL
nightm are
of
to terrorists. As a
seeing
women I
political prisoner,
YOURSELF...YOU DIS
raped and physi
one can go four
COVER YOUR OWN
cally and psycho
years without being
logically abused
tried
and
then
POW ER.99
by guards.
She
become acquitted
described the dis
-AJctwgt/ E! ScxUctdwi, a fte r finally being
grace of having ^
tried.
seen babies born
Falcon
then
and die behind bars.
commented, “In prison, I learned the
It is not easy for a woman to be true meaning of solidarity."
freed from jail. Women are given
Dr. Nawal El Saadawi, visiting
short trials and long sentences, said distinguished scholar to the English
JOHN SPARACIO/ THE MONTCLARION
Falcon. In addition to this, women department and author of 27 books,
are not granted pardons or remis disagreed. "I recommend that all of
S e n io r W endy Tiburcio (le ft) a n d ju n io r
sions. The circumstances have defi you go to prison!" she exclaimed to
G ianisse M oeslinger (right) show o ff the
nitely not improved: the number of the audience, “ In prison, you feel
la te s t fa s h io n s a t the L .A .S .O . fa sh io n
women in Spain imprisoned today yourself, your energy...you discover
show held Thursday, M arch 7, in the SC
has multiplied by five since 1975.
Ballrooms.
S ee "PRISONERS” on p . 11
By Tina Snyder
AssistantFeatureEditor

Two
MSU
Professors Fight
For Feminism
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Meet, Greet, and
Paint Placards
President of the Arabic Student
Organization (A.S.O.), Nawal Ezzouhairy, was also proud of the placard
party because of the message it
allowed A.S.O. to convey with their
placard.
“ We really like this idea the S.G.A.
unior Chris Fitzpatrick had a
has
because we can educate about
dream.
the Arabic culture after Sept. 11 ;
His dream was to get as there is a lot of ignorance about
many organizations as he could Arab culture and we wanted to be
together and find a creative way to able to educate and promote our
advertise for their, organizations. He organization."
No one was more excited then
wanted to display each club and
Adrienne L. Salimbere, a sophomore
organization in an artistic fashion.
He devised the idea of the Plac representing the S.G.A., A.S.S.I.S.T.,
ard Party, a night where all of the Conservation Club, and W.M.S.C.
“ I think this is a really great way to
organizations can com e together
get
people out there and meeting
to design their placards, have some
refreshments, and meet each other each other. Being in the S.G.A. has
been a great experience for me.
along the way.
The Placard Party drew 25 orga I’ve made so many new friends."
A.S.S.I.S.T. and S.G.A. member
nizations that came together in the
Rathskeller the first M onday after Tom Hoskinson added, "This is great
Spring Break, carrying their ready to for fhe organizational community."
Other organizations in a tte n 
be painted signs, paint supplies, and
dance included Phi
spray cans.
Sinfonia,
lota Phi
The idea of the
66
I’
m
h
a
v
in
g
f
u
n
,
I
Beta,
and
Campus
Placard party was
Recreation. They
based on a plac
GET TO DO WHAT I WANT
were pleased with
ard-painting con
the way Fitzpatrick
]W ITH THE PLACARD]. I
test that took place
and the S.G.A. put
during the SGA
GET TO MEET OTHER
together the Plac
conference.
ard Party.
“It went so well
PEOPLE. 9 9
’ ' “The enthusi
that I thought we
AAike
B&zza,,
astic
spirit of the
should ao it with all
S.G.A.
(made me
the organizations,"
S P E C T.R.USWS. com e here.) This
said Fitzpatrick.
was a great oppor
Fumes filled the
tunity to 'bring fun ¡orgemizations
air, as did the
to get h e:r,” sa.id., hp g cLo|rp£tm pus
dents
in the
happy,participating
cheerful voices
of .project.
t h e 's t u r
Most students appeared enthusiastic Rèe. Keith Fonseca'.
■■
’ lota Phi Beta also w an ted to
about the event.
express
gratitude to f he S.G-A. 1
"I’m having fun, I get to do what
"We woujd like to thank the
I want (with the placard), I get to
meet other people."said Mike BP’zza, SIG.A. for putting if all together.
a freshman from S.P.E/C:T.RitLM;5C - We are working, on Greek unity this
Sophomores Marianne Castillo semester. This enables us to work
and Amy Torres, two members of Phi together as a Greek community,”
Sigma Pi, painted their placard in stated senior Chris Suarez.
Chris Fitzpatrick summed up the
their sorority's colors of gold, purple,
interesting night.
and auxiliary white.
“This works so well for everyone
Said Castillo, “ This is a g o o d
event. It brings all the organizations involved. The organizations get to
together. We should do it again next advertise for free and it brings a
diverse number of fhem together."
year.”
By Simona Kogan
FeatureEditor

J

What Are You Taking
Tonight?
Drugs Like XTC Often Contain
Unknown Ingredients and Effects
By Stephanie Brunello
Special to TheMontclarion

lub Drugs or “ Party Drugs"
have been closely associ
ated with raves and night
clubs. However, these terms can
be misleading. The
popularity of fhese
drugs is increasing
as they are being
used in a variety of
settings. Among
these drugs are
ecstasy
(XTC),
GHB, ketam ine and oxycodone.
These drugs can produce a series of
undesirable effeefs. Here are the
facts....

C

* Many drugs can be made and
there are many recipes. There's no

way to be certain of the contents
or the dosage.
* Effects of drugs are unpredict
able and possible deadly. It varies for
each person and you ca n 'f count
on the same effects each time.
* XTC ca n c o n ta in speed,
cocaine, DXM, PMA, and other
unadvertised drugs.
* A person may
experience
changes in sleep,
memory
and
m ood days after
using a drug.
* XTC raises
body
tempera
tures and can lead to a heatstroke.
* Some of these drugs are slipped
into drinks and used in sexual assault
and rape.
* XTC can trigger emotional prob
lems including depression and para
noia.
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Depo-Provera is 98.7% effective.

may experience a slight weight gain. You shouldn't

Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but

use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, if

you need just one shot on tim e every 3 months

you have had any unexplained periods, or if you

to stay pregnancy-protected. So, unlike the Pill,

have a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke,

Depo-Provera isn't your every day birth control.

or liver disease. When using Depo-Provera. there

Depo-Provera doesn't protect you from HIV/AIDS

or other sexually transmitted diseases.
Some women using Depo-Provera experience

may be a possible decrease in bone denjsity. Ask
your health care professional about prescription
Depo-Provera.
Birth control you think about just 4 tim es a year.

side effects. The most common are irregular
periods or spotting. Many women stop having
periods altogether after a few months and some

See w h at D epo-P rovera is all about. Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or visit w w w .depo-provera.com .

B>irtK c o rv tro l you -tKirvk a e o u t jus*t 4- x a year.
Please see important product information on adjacent page.
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Latin Women Make Their Mark in Politics
Latinos Speak to Students About Their Emerging Culture in Government
She was born in Paterson and
Latina Day, hosted the event.
This was the first year the Wom went to both Kean University and
en's Center and L.A.S.O. dealt with Rutgers University.
Though she held dual positions
women in politics.
In past years, poets, writers, and for years in the state government,
public speakers were the main she was not the first choice for State
Assembly when the position opened
■ ^ h e emergence of Latinos in our focus.
They felt it was time for Latinos up.
I political society has slowly been
The first choice was for a man
I occurring throughout the past in general and especially Latina
w om en, to have their voices to fulfill the job . Yet she proved
few years.
them wrong a fte r
The am ount of Latinos holding heard, and allow
w inning the e le c 
a political office is very minute in their opinions and
6 6 It ’ s h a r d t o t a k e
tion and showing
comparison to the amount it should philosophies to be
th a t not only can
be to allow for equal representation expressed in the
ON THE WORLD WHEN
a woman do a job
world of politics.
of their race and culture.
just
as well as a
y
o
u
’
r
e
ALSO
CHANGING
Esther Perez, a
The Women's Center in conjunc
man,
but a minority
tion with Latino Caucus/ L.A.S.O. former student at
DIAPERS... WE’RE JUG
woman at that.
held a discussion entitled "Latina’s MSU, is a councilSome of the
Emerging Voices in Our Political woman for Pros
GLING A LOT OF RESPON
projects th a t Pou
Arena" on Tuesday in the Student pect Park and
SIBILITIES. 9 9 -N e lly Pou. is working with in
Center.
Three guest speakers works for the Pater
her job are trying
were asked to p a rticip a te in the son Public School
N .J Assem blywom an
to change
the
System.
event.
a m ount of Latino
Sonia Rosado, Passaic County
She is one of
D em ocratic Freeholder, was not only two Puerto Ricans on an all- representation in the Senate.
The last Latino in the Senate was
able to a tte n d , but Nelly Pou, a dem ocratic council of six people,
N.J. Assemblywoman in the 35th and she plans on staying on the Congressman Menendez 10 years
ago.
district, and Esther Perez, a Prospect council after her term ends in 2003.
Also there are only seven Latinos
Park Councilwoman, spoke to the
Nelly Pou, the first Latina woman
elected to State Assembly in the 35th in the Legislature, three women and
crowd.
Carmen Reyes-Cuevas, Assistant District since 1997, was the second four men.
There are only 21 women in all
Director of E.O.F. and founder of speaker.

By Cristin Curry
AssistantFeatureEditor

of the 120 p e o p le on the entire
legislature.
Pou is working hard to get many
more Latinas involved in the way our
country works.
"It's hard to take on the world
when you're also changing diapers...
we're juggling a lot of responsibili
ties." said Pou.
Pou also gave suggestions for
getting involved for people inter
ested in politics.
Students from the E.O.F. program
and Human Relations and Leader
ship were also there to ask questions
and give comments at the end of
the presentations.
The issues of Latinos in America
are often brushed aside as if third or
fourth on the list of things that must
be changed.
We should be addressing these
issues to establish a government of
equal representation for this country
of “equal opportunity."
If we have primarily white male
decision makers, then we will have
primarily white male ideas and
views.
We should have a melting pot of
people in support and in charge of
our melting pot country.
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C o n tra cep tiv e Injection
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO -PRO VERA* C o n tra c e p tiv e Injection
(m e d ro x y p ro g e s te ro n e acetate injectable suspension, USP)

This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transm itted diseases.
W hat is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
DEPO-PROVERA C ontraceptive Injection is a fo rm o f b irth control th a t is given as an
intramuscular injection (a shot) in th e buttock o r upper arm once every 3 m onths ( 13 weeks). To
continue y o u r contraceptive protection, you m ust return fo r yo u r ne x t injection prom ptly at th e
end o f 3 m onths (13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains m edroxyprogesterone acetate, a
dtem ical similar t o (p u t n o t the same as) th e natural horm one progesterone, which is produced
by y o u r ovaries during th e second half o f yo u r menstrual cyde. DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg cals fro m ripening. If an egg is n o t released fro m th e ovaries during your
m enstrual cycle, it cannot become fertilized by sperm and result in pregnancy. DEPO-PROvERA
also causes changes in fo e lining o f yo u r uterus th a t make it less likely fo r pregnancy to occur.
H o w e ffe c tiv e is D E P O -P R O V E R A C o n tr a c e p tiv e In je c tio n ?
T h e efficacy o f DEPO-PROVERA C ontra ce p tive Injection depends o n fo llo w in g fo e
recom m ended dosage schedule exactly (see "H o w often d o I ge t m y shot o f DEPO-PROvERA
C o ntraceptive Injection?1^. To make sure you are n o t pregnant w hen you firs t get
DEPO-PROVERA C ontraceptive Injection, y o u r firs t injection m ust be given O N L Y during
th e firs t 5 days o f a norm al m enstrua period; O N L Y w itnin th e first 5 days after childbirth i f no t
breast-feeding; and, i f exclusively breast-feeding, O N L Y a t th e sixth w eek after childbirth. It is a
lo n g-term injectable contraceptive w hen adm inistered a t 3-m onfo (13-w eek) intervals.
\ Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective, making it one o f fo e m ost reliable
m ethods o f b irth control available. This means th a t fo e average annual pregnancy rate is less than
o n e fo r every 100 w om en w h o use DEPO-PROVERA. T he effectiveness o f m ost contraceptive
m ethods depends in p a rt on ho w reliably each w om an uses fo e m ethod. T he effectiveness o f
DEPO-PROVERA depends only on fo e patient returning every 3 m onths (13 weeks) fo r her next
injection. Your heafth-care provider w ill help you com pare DEPO-PROVERA w ith oth e r
contraceptive m ethods and give you fo e inform ation you need in o rd e r t o decide which
contraceptive m ethod is fo e right choice fo r you.
T h e following table shows foe percent o f w om en w h o go t pregnant while using different kinds o f'
contraceptive methods. It gives both fo e low est expected rate o f pregnancy (foe rate expected
in w om en w h o use each m ethod exactly as it should be used) and fo e typical rate o f pregnancy
(w hich includes w om en w h o became pregnant because they fo rg o t to use th e ir b irth con tro l o r
because they did n o t fo llo w foe directions exactly).
Percent of Women Experiencing an Accidental Pregnancy
in the First Year of Continuous Use
Lowest
Expected

Method
DEPO-PROVERA
Implants (Norplant)
Female sterilization
Male sterilization
Oral contraceptive (pill)
Combined
Progestogen only

.

0.3
0.2*
0.2

0.1
0.1

Typical

0.3
0.2*
. 0.4
’ 0.15
3

0.5
"

IUD
Progestasert
Copper T 380A
Condom (without spermicide)
Diaphragm (with spermicide)
Cervical cap
Withdrawal
Periodic abstinence
Spermicide alone

'

3, á

2.0
0.8
2
6
6
4
1-9
3

12
18
18'
18
20
21

6
9
85

18
28
85

Vaginal Sponge
used before childbirth
used after childbirth
No method
Source- Trussell et al. Obstet Gynecol. 1990:76558-567.
•From Norplarrt'- package insert

Who should not use DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
N o t ail w om en should use DEPO-PROVERA. You should n o t use DEPO-PROVERA i f you have
any o f th e follow ing conditions:
• if you think you m ight be pregnant
• if you. have any vaginal bleeding w ith o u t a know n reason

•
•
•
•
•

i f you have had cancer o f th e breast
if you have had a stroke
i f you have o r have had blood d o ts (phlebitis) in y o u r legs
i f yo u have problem s w ith yo u r liver o r liver disease
i f you are allergic t o DEPO-PROVERA (m edroxyprogesterone acetate o r any o f its o th e r
ingredients).

W hat other things should I
Contraceptive Injection?

consider before

using

DEPO-PROVERA

You w ill have a physical examination before y o u r d o c to r prescribes DEPO-PROVERA. It is
im p o rta n t to te ll yo u r health-care p rovider if you have any o f th e following:
• a family history o f breast cancer
• an abnormal mam m ogram (breast x-ray), fibrocystic breast disease, brfeast nodules o r lumps, o r
bleeding fro m y o u r nipples
• kidney disease
• irregular o r scanty menstrual periods
• high blood pressure
• migraine headaches
• asthma
• epilepsy (convulsions o r seizures)
• diabetes o r a family history o f diabetes
• a history o f depression
• if you are taking any prescription o r over-the-counter medications

This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transm ission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transm itted diseases such as
chlam ydia, genital herpes, genital w arts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis.
W hat if I w ant to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long-acting b irth control m ethod, it takes some tim e after yo u r last
injection fo r its effect to wear off. Based on foe results from a large study done in fo e U nited States,
fo r w om en w h o stop using DEPO-PROVERA in o rd e r to become pregnant it is expected th a t
about half o f those w h o become pregnant w ill d o so in about 10 m onths afte r th e ir last injection;
about tw o thirds o f those w h o become pregnant w ill d o so in about 12 months; about 83% o f
those w ho, become pregnant, w ill d o so. in about 15 months; and about 93% o f those w h o become
pregnant w ill d o so in about 18 m onths after their, last injection. The length o f tim e you use
DEPO-PROVERA has no effect on how long it takes you to become pregnant after you stop using it

W hat are the risks of using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
I .Irregular Menstrual Bleeding
T he side e ffect re p o rte d m ost frequently by w om en w h o use DEPO-PROVERA f o r
contraception is a change in th e ir normal menstrual cycle. D uring th e first year o f using
DEPO-PROVERA, you might have one o r m ore o f the follow ing changes; irregular o r
unpredictable bleeding o r spotting, an increase o r decrease in menstrual bleeding, o r no bleeding
at all. Unusually heavy o r continuous bleeding, however, is n o t a usual effect o f DEPO-PROVERA;
and if this happens, you should see y o u r hearth-care provider right away. W ith continued usé o f
DEPO-PROVERA bleeding usually decreases, and many w om en stop having periods completely.
In clinical studies o f DEPO-PROVERA, 55% o f th e w om en Studied repo rte d no menstrual
bleeding (amenorrhea) after I year o f use. and 68% o f th e wom en studied rep o rte d n o menstrual
bleeding after 2 years o f use. The reason th a t yo u r periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA
causes a resting state in y o u r ovaries. W h e n y o u r ovaries d o n o t release an egg monthly, the
regular m onthly grow th o f th e lining o f yo u r uterus does n o t occur and, therefore, th e bleeding
th a t comes w ith y o u r norm al menstruation does n o t take place. W h e n you stop using
DEPO-PROVERA yo u r menstrual period w ill usually, in tim e, return to its norm al cycle.
2.
Bone Mineral Changes
Use o f DEPO-PROVERA may be associated w ith a decrease in th e am ount o f mineral stored in
y o u r bones. This could increase y o u r risk o f developing bone fractures. The rate o f bone mineral
loss is greatest in th e early years o f DEPO-PROVERA use, bu t after th a t it begins to resemble th e
n o rm a l rate o f age-related bone mineral loss.
3.
Cancer
Studies o f w o m en w h o have used different fo rm s o f contraception found tha t w om en w h o used
DEPO-PROVERA fo r contraception had no increased overall risk o f developing cancer o f fo e
breast ovary uterus, cervix, o r liver However, w om en under 35 years o f age whose first exposure
t o DEPO-PROVERA was w ithin fo e previous 4 to 5 years may have a slightly increased risk o f
developing breast cancer similar to th a t seen w ith oral contraceptives. You should discuss this w ith
y o u r healfo-care provider
4.
Unexpected Pregnancy
Because DEPO-PROVERA is such an effective contraceptive m ethod, th e risk o f accidental
pregnancy fo r w om en w h o get th e ir shots regularly (every 3 m onths [13 w eeks]) is v e ry low.
W h ile there have been re p o rts p f an increased risk o f lo w b irth w eight and neonatal infant death
o r o th e r health problems in infants conceived close to fo e tim e o f injection, such pregnancies are
uncom m on. If you th in k you may have b e c tffe pregnant w hile using DEPO-PROVERA fo r
contraception, see your health-care provider as soon as possible.
SAIIergic Reactions
Some w om en using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection have re p o rte d severe and
potentially life-threatening allergic le a d ions know n as anaphylaxis and anaphylactoid reactions.
Symptoms include foe sudden onset .o f hives or, swelling and itching o f fo e skin, breathing
difficulties, and a d ro p in blood pressure.

* * H

t m

6 .0 th e r Risks
W o m e n w h o use horm one-based contraceptives may have ap increased risk o f blo o d d o ts o r
stroke. Also, i f a contraceptive m eth o d fails, th e re is a possibility th a t foe fertilized egg w ill begin
to develop outside P f fo e uterus (ectopic pregnancy). W h ile these events are rare, you should
tell y o u r health-care p rovider if you have any o f th e problem s listed in th e n e xt section.

W hat sym ptom s m ay
Contraceptive Injection?

signal

problem s

w hile

using

DEPO-PROVERA

Call v o u r health-care p rovider im m ediately if any o f these problem s o ccu r follow ing an injection
o f DÈPO-PROVERÀ
• sharp chest pain, coughing up o f blood, o r sudden shortness o f breath (indicating a possible clo t
in th e lung)
• sudden severe headache o r vomiting, dizziness o r fainting, problem s w ith y o u r eyesight o r
speech, weakness, o r numbness in an arm o r leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• severe pain o r swelling in th e calf (indicating a possible d p t in foe leg)
• unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
• severe pain o r tenderness in fo e lo w e r abdominal area
• persistent pain, pus, o r bleeding at th e injection site

W hat are tne possible side effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
/.W eight Cain
You may experience a w eight gain w hile you are using DEPO-PROVERA A b o u t tw o thirds o f
fo e w o m e n w h o used DEPO-PROVERA in djnical trials re p o rte d a weight gain o f ab o u t 5 pounds
during fo e first year o f use. You may continue t o gain w eight a fte r th e first year. W o m e n in one
large study w h o used DEPO -PRO vERA fo r 2 years gained an average to ta l o f 8 .1 pounds over
those 2 years, o r approxim ately 4 pounds p e r year. W o m e n w h o continued fo r 4 years gained an
average to ta l o f 13.8 pounds o ve r those 4 years, o r approxim ately 3.5 pounds p e r year W o m e n
w h o continued fo r- 6 years gained an average to ta l o f 16.5 pounds o v e r those- 6 years, o r
approxim ately 2.7 5 'pounds p e r year.
2.0ther Side Effects
In a clinical study o f o ve r 3,900 w om en w h o used DEPO-PROVERA fo r up t o 7 years, some
w o m e n re p o rte d th e follow ing effects th a t may o r may n o t have been related t o th e ir use o f
DEPO -PRO VERA Irregular m enstrual bleeding, amenorrhea, headache, nervousness, abdominal
cramps, dizziness, weakness o r fatigue, decreased sexual desire, leg cramps, nausea, vaginal
discharge o r irritation, breast swelling and tenderness, bloating, swelling o f fo e hands o r feet,
backache, depression, insomnia, acne, pelvic pain, no hair gro w th o r excessive hair loss, rash, h o t
flashes, and jo in t pain. O th e r problem s w e re re p o rte d by very few o f fo e w o m e n in fo e clinical
trials, b u t some o f these could be serious. These include convulsions, jaundice, urinary tra ct
infections, allergic reactions, fainting, paralysis, osteoporosis, lack .p f .return t o fertility, .deep vein
throm bosis, pulm onary embolus, b re a k cancer o r cervical cancer if these o r any o th e r problem s
o c c u r during y o u r use o f DEPO-PROVERA, discuss th e m w ith y ó u r health-care provider

Should any precautions be follow ed
Contraceptive Injection?

during

use of DEPO-PROVERA

/.Missed Periods
D uring th e tim e y o u are using. DEPO-PROVERA. forJcontraception, you may.skip-a, period, o r your
periods may stop completely.- If you have been receiving y o u r DEPO-PROVERA injections
regularly every 3 m onths (13 weeks), then you are probably n o t pregnant However, if you think
th a t you may be pregnant, see y o u r health-care provider.
2. Laboratory Test Interactions
If you are scheduled fo r any la boratory tests, tell y o u r healfo-care p rovider th a t you are using
DEPO-PROVERA fo r contraception. C e rta in blo o d tests are affected by horm ones such as
DEPO-PROVERA
3.
Drug Interactions
Cytadren (am inoglutefoim ide) is an anticancer drug th a t may significantly decrease the
effectiveness o f DEPO-PROVERA if th e tw o drugs are given during fo e same tim e.
4.
Nursing Mothers
A lthough DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to th e nursing infant in th e breast milk, n o harmful
effects have been found in these children. DEPO-PROVEKA.does n o t prevent th e breasts from
roducing milk, so it can be used by nursing m others. However, t o minimize th e am ount o f
lEPO-PROVERA th a t is passed t o fo e infant in fo e firs t weeks a fte r birth, you should w ait until
6 weeks a fte r childbirth before you s ta rt using DEPO-PROVERA fo r contraception.

P

How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The recom m ended dose o f DEPO-PROVERA is 150 mg every 3 m onths (13 weeks) given in a
single intramuscular injection in fo e b u tto ck o r u p per arm . To make sure th a t you are n o t pregnant
a t th e tim e o f fo e first injection, it is essential th a t fo e injection be given O NLY during th e first
5 days o f a norm al m enstrual period. If used follow ing th e delivery o f a child, fo e firs t in jection o f
DEPO-PROVERA M U S T be given w ith in 5 days a fte r childbirth i f you are n o t breast-feeding o r
6 weeks a fte r ch ild b irth if you are exclusively breast-feeding. If you w a it longer than 3 m onths
(13 weeks) between injections, o r longer th an 6 weeks a fte r delivery, y o u r health-care provider
should determ ine th a t you are n o t pregnant before giving you y o u r injection o f DEPO-PROVERA
R x o n ly
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Prisoners
Continued from pg. 7

your own self and your own power."
El Saadawi, born in Egypt in 1931,
has spent the majority of her life
fighting for the intellectual and social
freedom of Egyptian women and
was imprisoned in 1981 under the
Sadat regime for her long-time strug
to devise and implement activities gle.
By Erica Manen
There she dared to write a
that foster Greek unity and bring
StaffWriter
the organizations on this campus memoir on toilet paper with an eye
together. Since the creation of this brow pencil given to her by a prosti
chair, there has been a marked tute inmate. El Saadawi commented
im provem ent in the unity of the on how political prisoners were not
he Greek com m unity is co m  Greek community at MSU.
given paper and pen because the
prised of nearly thirty different
The first unity event entailed a guards said it was more dangerous
organizations. Of these 30, half representative from each organiza than having a gun. .
are social and the other half are tion spending the day with another
She does not regret going to
multicultural. The social organiza organization. In some cases, this was prison because there she had the
tions consist of six locals, the rest are replaced with mixers, which gave chance to live with the oppressed
national. All
both orga women and men, or, as she says,
of the multi
nizations a those not afraid to challenge the
cultural orga
c h a n c e to system.
nizations are jZ á ~ .
In Egypt, women are still divided
meet their
national. This
because,
although, they are mem
p a r t n e r s ’
creates an
entire orga bers of the national political parties,
e x t r e m e l y
nization. The they do not have one political party
diverse group
purpose of such as Spain.
of people.
this
event
Unifying a
was to get to
diverse group
know about
of people can sometimes be difficult. an organization, it's history, ideals,
However, it is especially important of and the members in it th a t was
Greeks to unify. Every Greek organi drastically different from one’s own
zation was founded on essentially organization.
the same principals, which creates a
The next event being planned
very strong founfor early April is an alldation for Greek
€6 U n it y a m o n g e a c h Greek retreat to be
unity.
held on campus. The
Unity among
AND EVERY G REEK
next event will be a
each and every
banquet. The ban
ORGANIZATION IS CRU
Greek organiza
quet, in mid-April, will
tion is crucial. It
CIAL. It e n s u r e s t h e
be held in the Stu
ensures the sur
dent Center Ballrooms
‘ Conservation Club, 4p.m. SC Commuter Lounge
SURVIVAL OF THE G REEK
vival of the Greek
and will include both
*Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m. SC 411
community at this
’ Happy Passover!
dinner and dancing.
COMMUNITY AT THIS
school.
Unity
It is going to be a
s c h o o l . 99
am ong
the
good time and prom
Greeks
makes
ises to cre a te an
them a powerful force to accomplish open, enjoyable environment, allow
any goal that they may have. In ing Greeks to do what they do best,
’ Catch up on upcoming projects.
addition, Greeks are pillars of the have fun with each other.
’ Good Friday
campus community, and as such
A different atm osphere on
we need to be unified in order to campus is being generated by the
uphold the principal on which Greek Greek unity chair with the assistance
life was founded, and remain pillars of the Greek C ouncil executive
of the community.
board. It is a welcome change and
‘ Catch up on your sleep
To ensure unity am ong the promises to bring new life to the
Greeks, Greek Council created a Greek community. The Greek life
new ca b in e t position, the Greek experience can only be enhanced
Unity Chair. This chair was formed by this movement to unify.

One Studnt Says Greek Unity is
Necessary for Survival of the Greeks

T

When asked to com m ent on
the Sept. 11 events, she replied,.
"Many people blam ed Islam for
the oppression of women. It is not
the only religion that oppresses
w om en...to blam e Islam is non
sense."
She then stressed that it is
more important to celebrate simi
larities and not em brace differ
ences because nationality, religion,
color and gender are all "false
divisions."
When asked their opinions on
today’s young American woman
shying away from using the "femi
nist,". El Saadawi replied, “ Young
women are afraid to label them
selves as feminist because they think
it's a fight against men, domestic
violence or rape. It is political,
economic, and social. Feminism is
not just one thing."
Falcon agreed, “ We shouldn't
be afraid to be feminists...we must
fight."
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’ Easter Sunday

U S E D B O O K & M U S IC S A L E
Books Video & Cassette Tapes Sheet Music
LPs CDs Travel Ephemera Old Kid’s Books

A P R IL 4 - A P R I L 13
CHILDREN’S BOOKS ONLY Thurs 2-6
OPENING DAY ($5) Fri 9:30-9
Sat 9:30-6; Mon - Wed 2-6
1/2 PRICE DAYS Thurs & Fri Noon-9
$5/BAG DAY Sat 9:30-6

College Women’s Club of Montclair
26 Park Street Lower Level
Across from the YMCA 973.783.7040

2 ÍY ld -A /((a y
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MSU, 5-6p.m. SC 123
'Latinisimo, 6-8p.m. SC Annex '
'NAACP meeting, 7p.m. SC Cafe C
’A.S.S.I.S.T. meeting; 7:30p.m. SC C om m uter Lounge

’ Wellness Day

~TiUAclla

I

2

’ Blood Drive 10:30 a.m. SC Ballroom C
*NJ Community Water Watch, 4:30p.m. SC
’ Vendors (Masage, Yoga, etc.) 11 a.m. SC Ballroom C Commuter Lounge
’ Breakout Sessions 12:30 p.m. SC Ballroom B
’ L.A.S.O., 3:30p.m. SC Cafe C
’ W.M.S.C. meeting, 3:30p.m. SC 110
’ Pagan Student Union,-3:30p.m. SC 3rd Floor
’ ISO m eeting, 3:30p.m . SC 411
'W M S C m eeting, 3:30p.m . SC 110
MSA meeting, 4p.m. SC 416
SGA meeting, 4p.m. SC 411
Class One Concerts, 4:30p.m. SC 117

’ Greek Council meeting, 5p.m. SC 411
’ S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S. 7:30-9:30p.m. SC 417
’ O.S.A.U., 7:30p.m. SC CafeC

(V ia u u d t a
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A BETTERVi
Learn To Clean Up The Clutter
Learn to Be Physically Organized
By Simona Kogan/Feature Editor
• Mount your phone on your wall
o now you know how to balance
your time. You know how to to create more work space. Also
break the time up between a mount hooks so you can hang keys,
social life and the schoolwork you your wallet, and a small purse for
never want to get done. You know loose change, on them.
how to mentally prepare yourself
for tests and how fo know grab a
• Keep a box or container on
minute here and there for free time. your desk to hold pens and other
utensils (pencils, scissors, etc.) and
You're organized.
But your room is stil a mess! There always makes sure it is within arms
candy wrappers here, a pile \ of
length.
papers there...and
• Create
e-mail
not much space to
move.
You don't
folders to save impor
know where your
tant e-mail messages
keys are or how to
and always update
find that Psychology
and check for junk
e-mail.
paper from last year
so you can look over
it again. Issomething
• Keep all coupons
wrong with this pic
in the same spot and
when necessary. Take
ture?
out and fast food cou
It’s tim e now to
pons can.save a lot.
get physically orga
nized.
You may
• Create a personal
have it down when
rest area where you
it comes to mental
MIKE C A FA R 0/ THEMONTCLARION
can spend time during
organization
but
organizing your room D o n ’t le t yo u r closet get a free moment. Keep
a butterfly chair, bean
is a different story.
as m essy as this one!
bag, . or
footstool
C inncinnatiplaced there along
based professional
organizer Stephanie Denton is help with something to help you relax.
ing us out by giving us some ways to
clean up the clutter whether you live
• Don't stash loose clutter under
the bed. Use storage boxes with
at home or in a residence hall:
mini wheels so you can roll them out
• Dread opening your closet? easily.
Get rid of all clothes and accessories
you don't wear.
• Keep a box or container on
your desk to hold pens and other
• Maximize space by finding utensils
extra shevles and extra hanging
• Keep a hamper in your room
rods.
instead of the bathroom, so dirty
• Place similar items together clothes don't start piling up on the
bed. If you want to, keep a separate
and keep them easily reachable.
hamper for whites and another one
•Avoid getting junk mail by writing for darks.
to this address:
• Take an inventory of your
clothes each season. Make a list of
Mail Preference Service
articles you need to com plete or
Direct Marketing Association
accessorize outfits.
P.O. Box 9008
Farmingdale, NY 11735-9008
• Post a list of possible outfits for
• Create junk boxes for things the week on the inside of your closet
th a t you c a n ’t throw aw ay, but door.
make sure they d o n ’t get too full
• Stay flexible. If you planned to
and always throw out things that get
something but something is missing
dried up, cracked, or broken.
that you need, don't stop everything
• Minimize counter clutter by only and make a special trip just to get
keeping things on the counter that it. Do something else that you’ve
you will use that day, on top. Clean put off.
off the counter every night.

S

Top 10 Things Every
Student Needs to
Stay Organized
easy to keep yourself up-to-date
with a student planner.

1. Post-Its
For all those little notes, phone
messages, and other last minute
reminders.

2. Scrapbook
So you won’t have ticket stuBs,
old photographs, or other memen
tos lying around on the floor. Put
them in a safe place and relive your
memories always.

Keep these bright pens around
for all the lists you make and the
important things on those lists that
you must remember.

7. Plastic
Containers
These rubber plastic contrap-.
tions can be used for more then
to simply store food. They can be
used for all your favorite junk that
.you just c a n 't throw
away.
Remember
to get one brand
of containers to pro
mote unity.

3. Erasable
Message
Board
Those who live
on campus have
to have one to put
on their doors so
friends can leave
messages! It's a col
lege necessity! But
if you don’t live on
campus, it's good to
have one at home
too, on those days
where you need
to write yourself
reminders or to stick
one on your door
when you don't feel
like talking to. your
family.

6. Highlighters

8. Filers
You don't heed
a file c a b in e t to
use these dividers.
They're simply a way
MIKE CAFARO/THE MONTCLARION
to keep papers sepa
rate but know that
Your wastebasket m ay be every paper has its
this stuffed. I f it is, is n ’t place.
it b e tte r than having this
trash on the floor?

4. Colored Folders
When you put all of your extra
papers in the' folders, make sure the
folders are different colors so it will
be easier to remember what goes
where.

5. Student Planner
Every student needs one of these
to stay organized and write down
dates from their busy schedules. It's

9. Desk

Sounds like a given, huh? But
a desk is something most students
have at home and don’t take
advgntge of it. So don’t make it
a waste of space...use a desk for
more then just piling papers.

10. Trash Can
This is another given. But if you
don’t want candy wrappers and
other small items on your floor, invest
invest in a wastebasket.
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MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY
O ffic e o f Residence Life
Room Selection Schedule 2 0 0 2 -2 0 0 3
• Pay your application fe e today!!!
Monday, March 18 - Monday, April 1, 2002
• Community Advantage - Sign up fo r your own
room or building on April 3 & 4!!!
Pay Deposit at Cashier’s Office Monday, March 18 - Monday, April 1
Community Advantage

Wednesday, April 3 & Thursday, April 4

Apply for Single Room

Wednesday, April 10 & Thursday, April 11

Deadline to accept single room Thursday, April 18
Room Selection

Tuesday, April 23 & Wednesday, April 24

Locations for Room Selection Events

^ C o m m u n ity A d v a n ta g e s ig n -u p s w ill o c c u r a t y o u r R e s id e n c e
H all D ir e c to r ’s O ffic e d u rin g th e d e s ig n a te d d a y s .
+ S ig n -u p fo r th e S in g le R o o m S e le c tio n a t th e O ffic e o f R e s id e n c e
L ife on th e d e s ig n a te d d a y s .
> R o o m S e le c tio n w ill o c c u r in th e B la n to n H a ll A triu m .

Surprises Abound at the 2002 Oscars
A beautiful Mind, Lord of the Rings Tie for Most Awards, while Black Actors
Take Their Rightful Place on One of the Longest Oscar Broadcasts to Date
to earn him any Oscar nods.
Denzel Washington, who won
“ Best Actor" for his performance in
Training Day was not celebrating his
first Academ y Award win. His first
Oscar was awarded for his support
ing role in the 1989 Civl War movie,
Glory. Since then, however, he has
been
nominated for "Best Actor in
t was an evening where all the
a
Leading
Role" twice, first for his
"should haves" finally did.
role in Malcom X ( 1992) and then for
The 74th Annual Academ y The Hurricane (1999), however at the
Awards (which took place on March 1993 Oscars he lost to Al Pacino and
24, 2002) m arked an evening of in 2000 he lost to Kevin Spacey.
The final score between the
winners that had been, in past years,
previously snubbed of Oscar wins, or Schizophrenic Mathemeticians and
flat out denied of nominations.
the Hobbits (as host Whoopie Gold
Perhaps the most m em orable berg joked)? A tie, with four little
moment from this year’s Academy gold men apiece. While A Beautiful
Awards would be Halle Berry’s win M ind g ra bb e d most of the more
for "Best Actress,” for her work in glamorous awards ("Best Picture,"
a
YAHOO.COM
Monster's Ball.
“ Best Director," "Best Supporting i u r,Is
It
a
Bird?
A
Plane?
No,
it
’
s
Whoopie
Goldberg
proving
once
again
why
Actress" and "Best Adapted Screen
Her a c c e p ta n c e speech was
it
is
always
im
portant
to
question
the
costume
designer
“before”
walking
touching and emotional, after she
play"), The Lord o f the Rings:
composed herself, because
The Fellowship o f the Rings on stage looking like a peacock.
not only was this a win for her,
took home more of the tech though you propose a two minute
Some o f this Year's Winners...
it was a win for all actresses
nical awards ("Best Visual time limit and the band starts up
of color.
Effects," “ Best Cinemetogra- regardless of where in your speech
Berry is the first black female
||
phy," “ Best Score" and ""Best you are, you will get cut off, there is
Best Picture
to win the award for "Best Actress,
Makeup"). Considering the stag just no stopping some people.
"which is what most of her accep gering 13 nominations The Lord of
Whoopie Goldberg hosted, and
tance speech revolved around.
the Rings received, it is a surprise has hosted previous shows as well, A Beautiful Mind
Gosford Park
“This moment is so much bigger they only won four.
including the 1999, 1996, and 1994
In
the Bedroom
Also honored over the course ceremonies.
than me. This moment is for Dorothy
Her jokes ranged
Dandridge, Lena Horne, Diahann of the evening for "Lifetime Achiev- from visual jokes - making a grand The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
Carroll. It's for the women who stand ment” were Sidney Poitier and Robert entrance on a swing suspended from of the Ring
behind me, Jada Pinkett, Angela Redford. Sidney Poitier blazed trails the ceiling a la Moulin Rouge- to Moulin Rouge!
Bassett, Vivica Fox and it's for every for black actors early on in his career, cheap shots - cracking jokes about
Best Actor
nameless faceless woman of color while Robert Redford has m ade John Nash’s mental illness, who was
that now has a chance because a number of contributions to the the basis for A Beautiful Mind and
Denzel Washington for Training Day
this door tonight has been opened. industry, his Sundance Film Festival was also present in the audience.
Russell
Crowe for A Beautiful Mind
Thank you. I’m so honored.”
being one of the most prominent,
At one point she joked about
Another big winner this year was along with a number of fantastic security, in case the aforementioned Sean Penn for / Am Sam
Will Smith for AH
Randy Newman, for his song "If I directorial jobs.
swing from the ceiling m a lfu n c
Didn't Have You" from Monsters Inc.
Two musical segments dotted the tioned. The response she recieved? Tom Wilkinson (I) for In the Bedroom
The Susan Lucci of the Academ y evening. The first was a tribute to "We have Billy Crystal on call." It Is
Best Actress
Awards, Newman has been nomi great movie music, which included much too bad they didn't employ
nated for “ Best Song” and “ Best music from Casablanca, Star Wars, him this year.
Score" 16 times in the past 20 years, Titanic. Psycho, Dr. Zhivago, TheGodIncluded with the "In Memoriam" Halle Berry for Monster's Ball
his first nomination coming in 1982 for father, and Gone With the Wind. The segment this year, was a moment of Judi Dench for Iris
second musical segment was +he silence for the victims of September Nicole Kidman for Moulin Rouge!
his work on the score for Ragtime.
Best Picture this year went to A traditional medley of melodies nomi 11th. A few other references were Sissy Spacek for In the Bedroom
Beautiful Mind, and “ Best Direction" nated for "Best Song," performed by m ade to the World Trade Center Renée Zellweger for Bridget Jones’s
w ent to its director, Ron Howard. those artists that originally recorded attacks, most notable being the Diary_________
Ron Howard directed such movies the songs.
see “OSCARS" p.16
entire beginning segm ent intro
While it is not set in stone exactly duced by Tom Cruise, a short film on
as Ransom, Apollo 13, Backdraft,
Wollow, Cocoon, and Splash. While how these songs should be pre what people's favorite movies are,
these films were influential and were sented, lumping them together and what they like about movies.
met with high acclaims, they failed
into one segment
The inspiration for the film being
was not the greatest the escape from tragedy that movies
of ideas. Who can and entertainment can provide. Not
really
appreciate a bad touch.
one song out of a
A tacky touch, which may have
group? By the time been a ppreciated by some, was
you g e t to the last W hoopie G oldberg's final outfit,
song, you may be which included a cape with FDNY,
more apt to be won NYPD and PA in large letters on the
dering exactly when back. What a shame they forgot to
the whole thing will include EMS on her cape as well.
be over, rather than
While the show was able to place
really appreciating ABC second this week in the ratings,
the song.
the 74th Annual Academy Awards
The rest of the hit an oil time low for viewers. Forty
awards show was one point eight million people tuned
business as usual.
in - the lowest ever for the telecast
The show lingered event. The previous edition of the
on for a lengthy four show to have the record low was
YAHOO.COM
hours and approxi last year’s awards show, the 73rd
Denzel
Wash
inton,
winner
o f “Best
m ately 15 minutes, Annual..
YAHOO.COM
A
cto
r”
fo
r
his
roll
in
Training
Day,
proving that just
Overall, the 74th Annual Acad
“Best D irector” W inner Ron Howard and Producer because you reward
stands
with
Halle
Berry,
who
won
emy Awards was an emotional
Brian Grazer Stand with a few o f the Oscars won concise acceptance
“B e s t A c tre s s “fo r h e r ro le in
w atch, from rememberences, to
for A Beautiful Mind
speeches,
even tearful acceptance speeches.
Monster’s Ball.
By Anna Lawrence
StaffWriter
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Tu Mama: A Sexual
Joyride to M exico
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\ X Tu Mama Tambien enters the
J world of Julio Zapata and
I
Tenoch Iturbide, two Mexican
teenage boys who are constantly
trying to quench their adolescent
thirst for sex. With their girlfriends
away for the summer, the boys are
on the prowel for women. They meet
the older, married Luisa Cortez and
Invite her on a road-trip to a deserted
beach. When her husband confesses
his infidelity to her, she decides to
leave with the boys on an erotic,
dramatic road-trip filled with sex.
The beauty in Y TuMama Tambien
is that director Alfonso Cuaron Is
able to explore the world of sex
with sophistication and maturity.
The film is com ical while still
maintaining Intelligence. The
pow er of sex explodes on
the screen as it makes the
characters feel complete and
empty at the same time.
The world that Cuaron creates in
Y Tu Mama Tambien is one of end
less, external sexual Infidelity where
everyone is sleeping with everyone.
It seems that no one Is faithful as
the confessions continue to pour out
through the journey. Luisa teaches
the boys to understand sex as a com-
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THURSDAYS
LlU E O R IG IR fll m U SIC 6 $ 2.50 R O LU IIG ROCK ALL RIGHT
Thurs. March 28

110:30PM START

FRIDAYS
pjpeoial L i u e S h o w s !
Shows Start 11 pm Sharp
Fri. March 29

110:30PM START

Locket
Joanie Loves Trotsky • Them
10:30PM START

Tombstones
The Lawndarts
CCD Release Party)

SATURDAYS

Ladies A d m itte d FREE!
D J S p i n s T h e S m a r t IVtix
| O P E N W E D N E S D A Y - S A T U R D A Y TILL 3 A M
E a s y O f f R t. 3

373 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, NJ 07055
FOR BOOKINGS SEND DEMOS TO CLUB
w w w .t h e la o p lo u n g e .c o m
NEW

munal act rather than a private affair
that breeds jealousy and insecurity.
The weak point of the film is the
omniscient third-person narration
that continuously interrupts the expe
rience of the film. The narrator has a
quirky sense of humor that is typical
in contemporary foreign films. The
narration is completely unnecessary
during several moments. There is
no need to explain everything. The
actors did a magnificent job express
ing themselves. They did not need a
narrator to explain the feelings and
inner thoughts of a character.
The cast does a wonderful job
filling the characters with loneliness,
confusion, and sexuality. Maribel
Verdu plays Luisa with the right mix
ture of sensuality, intelligence, con
fidence, and understanding. Gael
Garcia Bernal and Diego Luna have
pow erful chemistry as Julio and
Tenoch respectively that is exempli
fied in the pure moments of utter
rage, jealousy, and competition
between the two adolescent
characters.
Y Tu Mama Tambien is
a provocative film that is
filled with more emotion than
a bottle of tequila. Cuaron
explores political, social, spiritual,
and sexual Issues through the collision
of these three characters. Tenoch is
the son of a Mexican politician, Julio
is from a middle class, family, and
Luisa comes from a poor family from
'TAMBIEN" p.l 7

see

f Thi/ Week in Entertainment Jj
|k
T.V.
Pam ela Anderson disclosed last W ednesday th a t she
ha$ c o n tra c te d Hepatitis C, the serious liver disease from
ex-husband Tommy Lee. The actress says she c o n tra c te d
disease from , sharing a ta tto o n e e d le w ith the rock
star. S | ^ | h a s ^ « f e e d Tommy o f having the disease and
never disclosing it to her during their m arriage. Lee has
ye t to y f c ia lly c o m m e n t on w h a t he calls “ outrageous
allegations,” but the Lee c a m p has said th a t the allegations
are ...a clear a tta c k on Tommy.” The tw o are currently In a
bitter custody b a ttle over their tw o children.

Music
Peter Buck, guitarist for R.E.M. hasderajed accusations
o f inventing a sleeping pill story to 'a v o id accusations o f
drunkenness a fte r an alleged British A irw c fc p c ld e n t where
he assaulted tw o ca b in crew m em eS «, ro c k has said he
took Am blen, a pow erful sleep Inducer Y th alcohol before
taking off an d th a t mixed In his system, the drug caused
him to go on a ra m page. British prosecution barrister David
Bates QC, has a c c u s e d Buck o f m aking up th e story to
co ve r up his behavior.

Movies
Tom Green took hom e the g old sprayed Razzie’s this year
w hen his c o m e d y Freddy G ot Fingered w on five awards
Including^ “ Worst M o vie o f th e Year.” Also a w a rd e d fo r
their u n A k a c h le v e m e n t In Hollywood this year was Mariah
Qjyjey,. W h q w o w ed the crowds by pulling In over 60 percent
o l th e v o te forryvorst actress for her m ovie Glitter. O ther
winners inclUcfe Vianet o f the Apes, w ho w on “ Worst Remake
of H B rn ffiy ifr
_ ■>
Compiled from vnn.com by James Topoleski
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Oscars
Continued from p.14
Best Supporting Actor

Best D irector

Jim Broadbent for Iris
Ethan Hawke for Training Day
Ben Kingsley for Sexy Beast
Ian McKellen for The Lord o f the
Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring
Jon Voight for AH

Ron Howard for A Beautiful Mind
Robert Altman for Gosford Park
Peter Jackson for The Lord o f the
Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring
David Lynch for Mulholland Dr.
Ridley Scott for Black Hawk Down

Best Supporting Actress

Jennifer Connelly for A Beautiful
Mind
Helen Mirren for Gosford Park
Maggie Smith for Gosford Park
Marisa Tomei for In the Bedroom
Kate Winslet for Iris

Best W ritin g Screenplay W ritten
Directly for the Screen

Gosford Park - Julian Fellowes
Le Fabuleux destin d ’Amélie Poulain
- Guillaume Laurant, Jean-Pierre
Jeunet
Memento - Jonathan Nolan,
Christopher Nolan
Monster's Ball - Milo A ddica, Will
Rokos
The Royal Tenenbaums - Wes Ander
son (I),.Owen Wilson
Best W ritin g Screenplay Based on
M aterial Previously Produced or
Published

A Beautiful Mind - Akiva Goldsman
Ghost World - Daniel Clowes, Terry
Zwigoff
In the Bedroom - Todd^ Field, Robert
Festinger
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring - Frances Walsh, Philippa
Y A H 0 0 .C 0 M
Sidney Poitier who helped blaze the Boyens, Peter Jackson
trail for future black actors, received Shrek - Ted Elliott (I), Terry Rossio, Joe
Stillman, Roger S.H. Schulman
a “Lifetime Achievem ent Aw ard” at
this y e a r’s Oscars.
Best Anim ated Feature
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HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? g

Happy
Birthday!
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HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW?
Thursday, March 28
Julia Stiles 1981
Vince Vaughn 1970
Friday, March 29
Dennis O ’Keefe 1908
Elle M acPheson 1964
Lucy Lawless 1968
Saturday, March 30
Henry Warren Beatty 1937
Eric C la p to n 1945
M.C. H am m er 1962
Alyson Thelin 1980
Sunday, March 31

Best Cinematography

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring - Andrew Lesnie
Le Fabuleux destin d'Amélie Poulain
- Bruno Delbonnel
Black Hawk Down - Slavomir Idziak
The Man Who Wasn't There - Roger
Deakins
Moulin Rouge! - Donald McAlpine
Best Visual Effects

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring - Jim Rygiel, Randall
William Cook, Richard Taylor (III),
Mark Stetson
A rtificial Intelligence: Al - Dennis
Muren, Scott Farrar, Stan Winston,
Michael Lantieri
Pearl Harbor- Eric Brevig, John Frazier.
(I), Edward Hirsh, Ben Snow

Y A H 0 0 .C 0 M

Russel Crowe and “Best Supporting
A ctress” winner Jennifer Connelly
in a p riv a te m o m e n t before the
awards.

Vanilla Sky - Paul McCartney (For the
song "Vanilla Sky")
Best O riginal Score

Best Song

Monsters, Inc. - Randy Newman (For
the song “If I Didn’t Have You")
Kate & Leopold - Sting (For the song
"Until...")
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring - Enya (I), Ryan, Nicky,
Roma Ryan (For the song “ May It
Be")
Pearl Harbor - Diane Warren (For the
song "There You’ll Be”)

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring - Howard Shore
Artificial Intelligence; Al - John Wil
liams
A Beautiful Mind - James Horner
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
- John Williams
Monsters, Inc. - Randy Newman
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Shrek - Aron Warner
Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius - Steve
Oedekerk, John A. Davis (I)
Monsters, Inc. - Peter Docter, John
Lasseter

■o

Christopher Walken 1943
Angus Young 1959
Monday, April 1
Jum bo Elliot 1965
D ebbi Reynolds 1932

1. Banditi of Ike CLccmtic Reuodution :
(2 Cadi! to CLnrm
2. The QupeMpec& Pnoject H.6LN.D.S.ÛF.F.
3. Catch 2 2 KeaJoey Night
4. FrtonaCLutumn to dihei Too Bad Uou’neBeautiful.

Tuesday, September 11
D ana C arvey 1955
Marvin P. G aye, Jr. 1939
Wednesday September 12

5. PoiAORthe-UJedd Qppokite ot Decewlm _
4. Leu than JakeLo&lng Qbteak
7 .7 Ûngeh 7 Pia^m J h a ^m yn e

M arlon Brando 1924
Dorris Day 1924
Eddie M urphy 1961
Tony O rlando 1944
W ayne N ewton 1942

Ewan M cG re g o r 1971

/\w\o-iA°j!!! Tom and ~f*at,
ey-vnemhers o-f G a tc X
2 2 , th e O n e Q j o o I
horn secation, and other
neu members, T hey have
have a unique style,
very very orinai. T h ey
C-ombme th e sounds o-Ç
ska udh ac-oustiC-s to
móke them the b e st neu
band around. .

a

LuM aky

5. ddkadine 7/iio Maijke rjl’di Catch. Fine
y. Coheed and CamhnLa The Qecond Qtage Tendine Engine
I t . 311FnomChaot

Know someone who's celebrating a birthday soon? What else says
"Happy Birthday" (on a very limited budget) better than getting your friend's
name in the paper? Email msuarts@hotmail.com with the birthday kid's full
name and year of birth at least a week before the date and let them know you
really care^ eyen though you maybereaUypoor.
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T a m b ié n
Continued from p.14
Spain where she had to begin work
ing a t T6 in order to support the
family.
Cuaron's characters are alien
ated from one another on different
levels such as age, social class,
experience, intelligence, and politi
cal importance. These divisions are
the true foundation of this movie as
Luisa tries to find a level of conscious
ness where these divisions do not
exist and anything is possible.
With Y Tu Mama Tambien, Alfonso
Cuaron steps back into his homeland
of Mexico and into the Spanish lan
guage after two Hollywood films,
A Little Princess (1995) and Great
Expectations (1998). The film is sub-

titled in English and is exceptionally
effortless to follow and co m p re 
hend.
It seems like that Good Machine
has produced and distributed sev
eral diamonds in the past few years.
Good Machine is an film production/
distribution company located in New
York. They have stamped their name
on several films including Happiness
(1998), Dancer in the Dark (2001), In
the Bedroom (2001), and The Man
Who Wasn’t There (2001).
Now, Good M achine Interna
tiona! has brought us Y Tu Mam a
Tambien in limited engagements. It
is definitely one foreign film that will
not disappoint.

YTUMAMATAMBIEN.COM

Julio Zapata (Gael Garcia Beinal) and Tenoch Iturbide (Diego Luna) take
a roadtrip through Mexico in Y Tu Mama Tambien.
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Things You Shouldn’t
Put in Your Mouth
Started by the dynamic duo of
Mark and Ben, the site has been
protecting the world from bad can
dies since 1997. Here you will find
Candies the defy imagination and
a t
u
D 0 /
make you wonder, "never mind
edibal, who actually thought this
would be safe to look at.”
Rating different attributes from the
apearence of the offending candy,
all the way to the all important taste
The Ultimate bad candy website
of it (and yes these two are stupid
enough to actually taste this stuff,)
www.bad-candy.com
they score the-candy on a scale of
“There is no way to describe the one to six, with one being almost
horror of the sweet/sour spicy coat palatable, to six being "Satan himself
ing as it smothers you physically and cowers in fear."
And Some of these candies do
emotionally and drags you, scream
ing and kicking, into a hellish, fiery pit make you cower. From everyones
of excruciating pain
favorite
candy,
66 T here is no way to circus peanuts, to
and agony, where
some outlandish
it slowly flogs and
DESCRIBE THE HORROR ones like "Fizzy
tortures you in the
Milk," and “ Fruit
sulphurus recess of
OF THE SWEET/SOUR
your darkest fears
Salted Plum SuckSPICY COATING AS IT
for hours on end,
ers'" |C T: (actual
name) these can
before finally leav
SMOTHERS YOU.;., 99
dies leave you with
ing you, mangled
just
beyond recognition,
-Ben indigestion
from the Utimcrte Bod looking at them.
to die."
C andy Weds/fe
So if you want
And with that,
fair warning on
the boys of BadC andy.com describe the agony your candy purchases before you
of Happy Plums, one of the many go to your favorite corner market
candies they.review on their ultimate Check out www.bad-candy.com
bad candy website.

By James Topoleski
Arts andEntertainmnt Editor
a

A rts Calendar
Concert Cr Theater Calendar
311, Hoobastank
Hammerstein
Dream Theater
Beacon Theater

Showoff, The Eyeliners
Knitting Factory
The Toasters
S.O.B.’s

Better than Ezra
Irving Plaza
Sheryl Underwood
Madison Square...

Movie Releases
*
. ...........

Robert Randolph
Irving Plaza
Psychedelic Breakfast
Knitting Factory

The Machine
B.B. King’s
Particle
Knitting Factory

F
a_i

Death to Smoochy - dir: Danny De Vito
Robin Williams, Edward Norton, Danny De Vito,
Jon Stewart
Panic Room - dir: David Fincher [
Jodie Foster, Kristen Stewart, Forest Whitaker,
Jared Leto

Clinic
Bowery Ballroom

Catch 22, Grade
Knitting Factory
K- Floor
Bitter End

Album Releases
RB/Soul - Tweet: Southern Hummingbird
RB/Soul - Ashanti: Ashanti
Rock/Pop - Gordon Lighffoot: Greatest Hits
Country - Johnny Cash: The Essential Sun Singles
Jazz- Brian Bromberg: Wood

Tigerlily only lists events for th a t w ee k (from the Thursday w e co m e out to the following W ednesday). For your event to g e t
listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before w e co m e out.
Be sure to include the nam e of the event (w ho ’s perform ing) w here it’s being held, a n d the e xa ct d a te it’s happening.
Send all inform ation to the following e-mail address:

m suarts@ hotm ail.com
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"Hello, this is MSU, do you have $3 million you can spare?"
the redesign of fhe entrance to the Children’s Center, which will
It seems th a t MSU fundraisers w o n ’t ask that question of the be an adhesion of the Child Care Center and the two units of the
numerous corporations and contributors that they expect to fund the Psychoeducational Center, to accom m odate the handicapped
building of the new Children's Center. However, they certainly seem children that will use the building is a much-needed addition. The
to think that they will be able to raise $5 million - brought down from concept of a building for handicapped persons without a handicapped
the first estimate of $8 million -which was the originally anticipated accessible entrance is quite preposterous and the rectification of such
cost of construction.
an absurdity is definitely a win-win undertaking.
Since the new building will not benefit all students or bring in tuition
The new plans also call fo r the C hildren’s C enter to have a
funds, the construction will not be paid for with tuition
maximum capacity of nearly 500 children, triple the
dollars. However, the Children's Center, of which the
current
number. And with both the Child Care and
6 € S t a r in g in t o a b l a c k
construction is being funded solely by fundraising, is
Psycoeducational Centers being housed under the
HOLE SHORTAGE OF $ 7
University subsidized for the building use and expenses.
same roof, all the children will be able to interact
The recent decision to downsize the construction,
with
one another instead of sectioning off children
MILLION, ADMINISTRATORS
which will require a new building plan, seems financially
based on special needs. The Children's Center will
MADE A WISE DECISION TO
responsible. There has been a definite attem pt to avoid
provide support for parents of disabled children and
the common stigma of “ build if now and w e ’ll figure
REVAMP THE BUILDING PLANS it will also expand its current program for children
out how to pay for it later" in which the state of NJ
with autism.
TO AFFORD FOR A MORE
has recently found ifself with the inception of the still
The consolidated Children's Center's increased
unpaid-for E-Z Pass system.
size
over the current Child Care Center will likewise
WORKABLE BUDGET. 9 9
Other than fiscal responsibility, the administration
benefit MSU education students, which are increas
has also adm itted its own boundaries. Staring into a
ing as the years progress. With the current number
black hole shortage of $7 million, with only $l million already raised, of students running between 300-400, the Early Childhood/Elementary
administrators m ade a wise decision to revamp the building plans to programs are bound to be beneficial since all of the students will use
afford for a more workable budget. Afraid of scaring away potential the Children's Center to learn from and interact with the children.
contributors with a large deficit, they have saved face by cutting the
So, with $4 million to go to a Children’s Center that will benefit
proverbial fat. They can now say to prospective donators, “ We may still just about everyone at MSU, keep the phone calls going and just
need $4 million, but just think of fhe $3 million that we're saving."
maybe someone on the other end will say, "Three million? Who do
As far as the currently planned improvements are concerned. I make the check out to?"

'
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Drug Testing for Extracurricular Activities is
an Invasion of High School Students’ Privacy
When Did Schooling Become Socialization?
Looks like no more getting high
before chess games after class.
The United States Supreme Court,
ultimately the last word on the letter
of American law, all but announced
on March 19 th a t it w ould allow
for public schools fo expand their
current policies of drug testing to
activities beyond just athletics. The
Supreme Court has already found
that random drug testing for students
involved in sports is constitutional.
According to The New
York Times, the d e b a te
itself seemed almost an
afterthought as the case
progressed, because the
majority of the justices
seemed warm to the idea
of a broader scope of test
ing.
Drug testing for students
not involved in sports, but
rather such other after
school programs and/or
clubs such as the Math
team , the dram a club, and yes,
even chess, has been described
as a justified action that a public
school may take in order to ensure
that a drug problem does not go
undetected. The expanded policy
was started in a rural Oklahom a
school where middle-school students
were asked- to pass a drug test in
order to participate ‘‘in any extracur
ricular activity that involves inter
scholastic com petition, including
the chorus, the band and the Future
Homemakers of America.” Because
you know how homemakers and
drugs go hand in hand.
What the Supreme Court obvi
ously does not realize, or perhaps
what it blindly refuses to realize, is
that allowing public educational
institutions to screen students not
involved in athletic activities as well
as those who are, will not prevent
drug use. The Bush administration,
who had a representative on hand
to argue their part of the case,
would certainly like to believe that
asking members of the chess club to
urinate into a cup will systematically
eliminate drug use in minors. But the
reality of the situation is that young
people will do w hat they want to
regardless of w hat policies are in

place. While the argument is made Gomorra? Then you better prove know the old adage "all things in
that young people who are coun you're not a stoner, god-boy. While moderation?" If they don't, then
seled about drug use will lead more you're at it, why not test the audio the school w on’t be able to help no
productive lives; there is no evidence visual club for drugs too? Those matter what steps it takes.
Schools should be concerned
I have seen to support this. Discour morning announcers at my high
aging drug use is not going to stop school always did seem a little too with helping their students learn, not
shaping their lifestyle. Schools should
happy to me.
it.
Seriously though, there is a be concerned with education, not
Aside, from the fact that a school
should have no right to corral stu real dire issue here that must be socialization. A school board should
dents into drug testing in the first addressed, and th a t is personal have no authority to do a parent’s
place, whether they are in sports privacy. While I agree that drug use job for them, and if parents rely on
or not, the conservatives are failing can becom e a problem, that still schools to perform these sorts of
to see yet one more detail. does not give a school the right to tests, they are grossly neglecting their
Students who know they are force its students to prove themselves responsibilities to their children. The
going to be drug tested may clean. If a young girl wanted to try Supreme Court should not condone
be less inclined to join extra out for the cheerleading team, it the infringement of an-individual's
curricular activities for fear shouldn't matter that she had used civil liberties, and their impending
that if their use of drugs is marijuana the night before with her decision to allow schools to adminis
exposed it will a ffe c t their friends. Just because she smokes ter drug tests to any students, athletes
ability to get into a better weed, doesn't mean she ca n 't be or not, is downright fascist.
college. This could very well a cheerleader. What a person does
cause a worthy academ ic to himself on his own time is his/ her
mind who happens to occa own business. What happened to an J e ro m e D ’A n g e lo , a p o litic a l sci
sionally take part in alterna individual's right to privacy? Doesn't en ce m ajor, is in his third y e a r as a
tive forms of enjoyment to a truly self-disciplined individual m em b er o f T h e M ontclarion.
be passed over by a one
dimensional, "book smarts only" type
student.
Yes, I just basically said drugs are
not as big a deal as they are made
out to be. Some of the smartest and
most successful people I know have
used drugs. People seem to think that
I will apologize right away. I'm five parents of two children and the
drug use in any form will cause insfant
addiction, leading to a wasted life. sorry, but|'m going to hpve to men foster parents for three. They want to
This is not necessarily the case. All tion Rosie O'Donnell’s name. Yes, I adopt their foster children, but the
things affect all people differently. know, I'm sick of hearing about her, State of Florida w on't let them. You
There are some who enjoy them too. Ever since she came out /• ------j --------- see, despite evidence to
the contrary (it would be
selves responsibly, and then there to Diane Sawyer (or, more
easier
for me to list the
accurately,
came
out
in
dribs
are those who can't have fun unless
"proof" that gay parents
their cerebrums are swimming in and drabs over the past
are destructive to children,
chemicals. It ultimately depends few months, ensuring her
since there is so little of it),
on the individual. The Right should fan base of mid-Western
Florida is one of the few
stop this “ march of morals" it has mommies w ouldn't be too
states
in the U.S.A. (you
shocked
at
her
revelation),
engaged in, and come to the real
know,
land of the free,
O'Donnell's
been
every
ization that drug abuse cannot be
home
of
the brave) that
where:
magazine
covers,
talk
Terrence
stopped by stripping civil rights.
does
not
allow
homosexu
shows,
newspapers,
etc.
The Oklahoma school also shows
THORNTON
als
to
adopt
children
(the
I'm
apologizing
because
a severe set of double standards.
couple's adopted children
By saying that the drug testing will O'Donnell is unbearably ___
are from Oregon).
be for com petitive interscholastic obnoxious. She's a little more
Pardon my tangent, and I don't
groups, they leave out other groups. than a corporate shill, saving busi
While band members might have to nesses millions in advertising time and m ean to criticize everyone from
endure drug testing, it’s a safe bet to handing them millions in profits all Florida, but this is the state where a
assume the Bible study group won’t because they donate a few thou mayor recently banned Satan from
her city. Clearly, we're not dealing
have to go through that. The criteria sand to her favorite charities.
with
people who have a firm grasp
Her
"coming-out”
interview
was
should be the same. You want to
on
reality.
quite
amusing.
It
was
obvious
she
spend your time after school read
Watching the gay couple and
ing about the evils of Sodom and wouldn’t be marching in pride
parades any time soon. She swore their children being interviewed,
that she would not want her children you would be hard-pressed to find
to be gay, and w ent on and on any evid e n ce th a t the couple's
homosexuality has
about how difficult a
any
negative
lifestyle it is. Me thinks
66 T h e g o o d part
effect on their chil
the lady doth protest
dren. The family
too much. I under
a b o u t O ’ D o n n e l l ’s
seemed, if this is
stand why she did
COMING OUT HAS BEEN possible, normal,
this, but it was a bit
functioning
and
disheartening. Rosie,
THE SPOTLIGHT IT HAS
happy; in fact, the
you and your children
have millions of dollars
PUT ON THE ISSUE OF parents received a
foster parents of the
and all the fame you
GAY ADOPTIONS. 99 year award by the
could hope for; the
agency that gave
little gay boy who gets
them the children
kicked out of his house
probably has it worse than you do, (in Florida, gays can be foster but not
so quit your whining and build your adoptive parents.) Further, there is
little to no chance that these children
kids another swimming pool.
The good part about O’Donnell's (several of whom are over the age
coming out has been the spotlight at which most children are adopted,
it has put on the issue of gay adop and two of whom are HIV+) would
tions. During that very special “ Prime be adopted by anyone else.
time Live," a gay couple from Florida
S ee "ADOPTIONS" on p. 20
KRTCampus was interviewed. They are the adop-

Rosie’s
Outb
, ut What
About Her Kids?

^
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Adoptions

Opinion

Montclarion Mailbag

Continued from p. 19
The Christian Right, in an attem pt
to dissuade wom en from getting
abortions, are constantly claiming
that there are thousands of people
out there clamoring to adopt; how
ever, the children they want to adopt
are healthy, white babies, not the
children of this Florida couple. Were
it not for these two men, their five
children would still be homeless and
parentless. It is reprehensible for the
Christian Right to claim they are
"pro-family” (as if anyone is not) and
then, crusade to keep children from
stable homes.
Also interviewed by Diane Sawyer
was Florida Representative Randy
Ball, a to ta l nitw it w ho has said,
“Placing a child into a homosexual
household is like pla cin g a child
into a whirlwind of sexual partners,
disease and depression." (Ball says
this even though he acknowledges
that he has gay family members holidays at the Ball home must be
fun, huh?) Ball told Diane Sawyer
that heterosexuals will always make
better parents than homosexuals, a
conclusion he came to after study
ing research and Bible verses. The
research he uses, though, is phony.
In his interview with Sawyer, he lied
about a recent study about lesbian
parents. Sawyer never called him on
it, though. As for the Bible: there is
no Bible verse about homosexuals
being unfit parents (plus, we are a
secular country, and Bible verses
should have no influence on our law.)
The American Academy of Pediatrics
recently issued a study stating that
homosexuals raise children that are
just as hcppy and healthy as children
raised by heterosexual parents.
W hogrewe to believe? Doctors,
or the ri^esenfative of a state that
has banned Satan? You make the
caH. Yes. children of gay couples w#
be teased However, I was unaware
that children of straight parents are
exempt from teasing (if this is the
case. I’ve been gypped.) In addi
tion, there is no evidence to sug
gest that gay parents will rear gay
children. After all, most gays come
from straight parents, don’t they?
And claiming that children need a
mother and a father is moot. There
are more than 300,000 children in
foster homes in this country, with
neither mothers nor fathers. Is it
better for them to have families or
to be alone? Despite the spotlight
O’ Donnell has put on gay adoptions,
there is little chance any action will
occur. The Republican-led legislature
of Florida will not change the law; it
is too controlled by rabid Southern
Christians. In a d ditio n , President
Bush (who is the brother of Florida's
governor) has said he does not
believe homosexuals should be given
children. I suppose Bush believes het
erosexuals like himself make better
parents, even if they are alcoholic,
mass-murdering cokeheads. After all,
look how good the Bush daughters
turned out!
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Use What You’ve Got
Congratulations on your recent to hide. As a result, I am inclined to
reward from NJPA as it shows the agree with the students that called
campus community what a fine job for this action. If nothing is improper
you continue to do in providing us about the financial issues of the SGA,
with excellent news coverage. In then there should be nothing to hide.
addition, congratulations to Robert All undergraduate students have
/V incent for his recent award from the right to know how effectively
ACPA as it could not have been and efficiently the Executive and
given to a more dedicated member Legislative branches of the SGA are
of our student body. We should all allocating student funds.
learn from his dedication to honest
The proposal for increasing the
integrity, community service and a student activity fee from $3.10 (not
great willingness to help improve our $3.15) per cre d it to $ 4, w hich is
student services.
29 percent over the next three
It is terribly unfortunate that the years, might have merit but the Exec
same benevolence cannot be said
utive and Legis
about our SGA Exec
lative branches
utive and Legislative
6 6 I f t h e l e g is l o a t o r s of the SGA have
branches. Although
yet to give us evi
WANT THE PROPOSAL
both branches con
dence that they
tinue to do fine work
can handle the
TO PASS, THEY SHOULD
for our fellow students
current finances.
BE GETTING OUT INTO
of the University, it isstill
Yes, there have
disappointing to read
been budget cuts
THE CAMPUS COMMU
about the apathetic
of some organizaactions that continue
NITY, TALKING TO STUtions but unless
to plague the view
we go to the SGA
DENTS.99
of the two branches.
Legislative ses
The recent letter to
sions on Wednes
The Montclarion by SGA legislator days, we do not know what changes
Jacob Hudnut left the impression that the two branches have made.
no student has the right to express
If the legislators want the proposal
his or her views about a student issue to pass, they should be getting out
unless it is acceptable by the SGA into the campus community, talking
legislators. The truth is that all 10,(XX) to all students about why they feel
plus undergraduate students are an increase would be necessary and
members o f the SGA and we all not just because the price of a loaf
have the right to say what we feel of bread has increased. Contrary
about any issue that concerns us and to what Jason Long believes isjustifi
especially about an issue that directly able. our economy is stWin a reces
affects our individual finances.
sion and the majority of corporations
There is nothing improper about are cutting back financially as well as
a student calling for full disclosure laying off thousands of employees.
of the SGA’s finances and the audit Instead of asking for more money,
reports because, as shareholders of why cannot the SGA come up with
the corporation, we have a right to creative ideas to help maintain
see these reports. I recall asking their programs like the rest of us in
the last two SGA Presidents for a America?
copy of the audit reports which I
never received and only got the
run around for months, leaving the
Ned T. Gross, Jr.
impression that there was something
Business Major

1

A Little
Privacy
Please
As a full-time mother of three and
a student at MSI), I have relatively
little free time. Therefore, I find tele
marketers and receiving junk mail
particularly distracting.
So, when I've registered each
semester and read the question that
asked if my personal information, i.e.
home address and phone number,
could be included in the student
directory. I've always checked off
the “ no" box; believing th a t the
people who would most benefit from
such a directory are credit card
com panies and various types of
telemarketers who prey on college
students with various sales pitches.
So, imagine my surprise to see my
personal information, which I specifi
cally requested to be omitted from
the directory, included among the
thousands in MSU's most recent
waste of our tuition dollars.
How many other students, includ
ing those on campus who might be
recent victims of crime or domestic
assault and require some anonym
ity for their own safety, have been
insulted with this publication? Does
registering as a student at MSU mean
that we are no longer entitled to
m aintain a “ p riva te " address or
unlisted phone number? Perhaps
you may wish to include oùr university
ddrhinistration’s home addresses
and phone numbers in the next issue
of The Montclarion. I'm sure there
are many of us who might want to
contact each of them personally at
home to let them know how we feel
about their lack of concern for MSU
students’ safety, anonymity, and
right to privacy.
Laura Reilly
English Ed. Major

Terrence Thornton, a p o litical sci
ence m ajor, is in his first y e a r as a
m em b er o f T h e M ontclarion.

KRTCampus
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5 Shocking
revelation
6 Blind panic
7 British peer
8 Get behind the
wheel
9 Carreras and
Pavarotti
10 With less delay
11 Member of the
cavalry
12 Affirmative
18 Deed
20 German cake
22 Dumbstruck
26 Lions’ lairs
28 Apron element
29 Muscle spasm
31 Little fingers
33i Gossip
<
.,T spreaders
35 Wight Or Skye
30 iDOWN.r*' O iV i; 36 Fool
JìU . ,,1 Missing ;■ 0 n|| 37 Western bone
2 V^aiiej:. :
yard
' .3 Of poo'r quality
.38 C h e e r
: .
4 One of the
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Simpsons
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ACROSS
1 Opening letters
4 Gambler’s risk
7 NYC summer
hrs.
10 Balk
13 Scrooge’s word
14 Assent asea
15 Exist
16 “Ulalume” author
17 Attester
19 Dishwashers'
assistants?
21 Presidential
determinants
23 Cosy home
24 Captive G!
25 Worn away
27 Endeavor
28 French hat
30 Moist, sticky
coating
31 Slender prong
32 Slow-witted
34 Meager
35 Sot
39 Underground
chambers
41 Any day now
42 Fled
44 Chaney of film
45 Glances
47 Surround
49 Hold up
52 Lead on
54 Set up a setup
55 Computer
choices
56 Breakfast
pastries
59 Compatriot
60 Diaghilev and
Rachmaninoff
61 Everyone
62 Hair purchase
63 Medical pic.
64 Summer drink
65 Org. of Giants
and Titans
£6jft\owQ(,sAQ ¡wear..
67 Fool
68 Small am ount.
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NEED A PLACE TO LIVE THIS SOMMER?
SOMMER HOUSING AVAILABLE!__________
APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE
NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 2002

. Space available in Russ Hall
and Clove Road Apts.
. Check-In as early as May 19,
2002 and Check-Out as late
as August 23, 2002
. Applications are now avail
able in all Residence Direc
tor’s Offices

Community
Initiative Program

$ 6 5 .0 0 w eek ly
“housing
scholarship”
W ork 10 hours
per w eek w ith
an on-cam pus
departm ent

/5 fe

c l a s s f ï l e
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ch ild ca re w a n te d

experience necessary and schol
arships available.
Call Human
Resources:
973-743-9315
or
973-429-4934.

Live-in Position: Highly responsible
woman sought to live in our Upper
Montclair home (2 miles from
campus) and care for our 1
y.o. daughter M-F 8:30-4:00. Start
ing in September. Excellent ref
erences required.
Please call
973-655-7599.__________

EARN $1000 FOR YOUR GROUP.
Work on campus to raise money
for your student group or organiza
tion. Make your own schedule and
earn $5 per application. Please call
1-800-808-7450.____________

h elp w a n te d
Part-time Employment: Assistant
needed to maintain website and
databases. R equires excellent
computer, typing, and spelling skills.
Will train about web site. Hours
flexible: all Dawne 973-746-8726 (9
a.m. and 7 p.m.) _______________
Part-time, health food store. Ideal
for college student; flexible hours,
nutritional knowledge helpful; Camford location. 908-709-0247. Back to
Nature, 13 Walnut Avenue, Cranford,
New Jersey.___________________
N ationally known bridal desiger
needs full-time help in her studio in
Millburn, New Jersey. Some knowl
edge of word processing necessary.
Call 973-762-1001 after 6:00 p.m.
Attention All Students! International
Co. expanding in all areas - $600
to start. Interviewing immediately
for Office, Collections, Marketing.
Full-time and part-time hours. No

Transforming lives...
Rosimar has cerebral palsy. A nd
am azing determ ination. Thanks in
p a rt to the services she’s receivedfrom
Easter Seals, now Rosimar knows she
can do anything. Even swim m ing in
the ocean. Easter Seals, helped bring
Rosimar s life into fu ll bloom.
To learn more, visit
www.easter-seals.org
Creating solutions,
changing lives.

U n iv e r sid a d A u tó n o m a

P6TA

PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL TREATMENT OF ANIMALS

T he I nternational C hoice

•

Humanitarian education focused on bioethics

•

Professors are practicing M .D.’s

The Container Store"
is Coming to Paramus!
D is c o v e r fo r y o u rs e lf w h y w e landed at th e to p of FO R TU N E
m a g a z in e ’s list of “100 Best Companies To Work For In
America” - three years in a row. W e ’re c u rre n tly h irin g g re at
people like you fo r o u r n ew P a ra m u s sto re!

Intensive course of correlation, integration, and review for

Part-Tim e Sales
Part-Tim e Visual Merchandising

USMLE Step 1
•

Direct clinical experience with patients beginning in the first
semester (PMC)

•

501 FRONT ST., NORFOLK, VA 23510 757-622-PETA

G uadalajara

de

S chool of M edicine

•

CALL PETA FOR FREE RECIPES 1-888-VEG-FOOD

Visiting Professors’ Program with UAG graduates and other
U.S. doctors

•

Bilingual education during the first two years

•

Over 9,000 alumni board certified in all specialties in the USA
Rolling Admissions policy

•

Two entering classes per year: January and August

•

Financial Aid and Alternative Loans available

•

New York State Education Department approval

H ie C o n fín er atore*

*2

W e offer a variety of flexible, part-tim e opportu
nities including early m o rning, evening and
w eekend shifts.

BEST
COMPANY
TO WORK FOR
IN AMERICA

As a m e m b e r of o u r tea m you will participate in
all aspects o f o u r business - fro m providing
astonishing service and custom ized storage
solutions to m aintaining an organized store
enviro n m en t.

We insist on having fun.
Simply put, we approach retail differently.
G re at pay • E xcep tio nal Training
4 0 % M erchandise Discount • M edical/D ental
and Vacation Benefits fo r Part-Tim e Em ployees
If y o u ’re interested in joining o u r team ,
call us at 1-800-718-7787.

F

o r m o r e in f o r m a t io n , p l e a s e c o n t a c t

ONE OF OUR OFFICES:

The Container Store®

800 531-5494

866 434-7392

infosat@uag.edu

uagny@uag.edu

Phone(210)366-1611

Phone(518) 434-7392

Fax (210) 377-2975

Fax (518) 434-7393

San A ntonio, TX

Albany, NY

-

-

GRAND OPENING Friday, M a y 3, 2 0 0 2
PARAMUS, NJ Route 17 (Midland Ave. exit)

www.containerstore.com
The Container Store promotes a smoke-free, drug-free environment. EOE 02-182
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Unsung Heroes
Athletic Training Staff Key fo Winning
While much of the success of
MSU's a th le tic program ca n be
AssistantSports Editor
attributed to some very gifted ath
letes and coaches, Davis' staff plays
a major role in each victory.
Montclair State starting tailback
They provide initial first aid to
Leroy Horn tore his medial meniscus injured athletes, decide how badly
[cartilage] in his knee in football th e y're hurt and w h a t needs to
cam p in 1986. He was expected be done. If an athlete is sent to a
to miss over four weeks. MSU head doctor, the training staff performs
athletic trainer John Davis got Horn their prescribed treatment. But most
to a doctor immediately to perform important is the primary evaluation
arthroscopic surgery to repair the torn on the field.
cartilage. Davis worked with Horn
“That opportunity to evaluate
intensely to rehab his knee, using the kid right on the field, whether
a total pool workout to strengthen it's me, a student trainer, one of my
it. Horn played in the first game of graduate assistants doing it, that’s
the fo o tb a ll season against East the single most important thing we
Stroudsberg, and rushed for over 70 do for athletes," said Davis. "The
yards. He was out a total of 13 days.
best time to evaluate is 15 minutes
That showed that Davis wanted after a player gets hurt because
to get athletes back just as much as [they’re] not swollen yet. That’s the
the coaches.
best reason to have
"That was my claim
an athletic trainer."
6€ O f a l l t h e
to fame," said Davis,
At some schools,
now in his 17th year.
PIECES OF THE
coaches and ath
"I was new and it was
letic trainers don’t
PUZZLE...IT’S THE have good working
my first opportunity
to get an athlete to
ONE AREA I NEVER relationships and
return quickly after sur
butt heads often.
HAVE TO WORRY
gery.”,- ;
That's com pletely
Davis.;
himself
the opposite at MSU.
ABOUT.99
spénds over 65 hours
"I’m blessed with
a week'training during
-A thletic D ire cto r g o o d [ c o a c h e s ]
the fo otball season,
IHolly C3>orct on who are interested
A thletic training s ta ff ]n student athletes
about 45 each winter,
and 50 in the spring.
as people and not
But he’s not alone.
just as pieces of meat on the fields,”
Davis’ staff is made up of assistant said Davis.
a th le tic trainer C indy Dormann,
MSU Head Football Coach Rick
graduate^assistants Andrea Davis Giancola is thankful to have Davis
and Carolyn Saladis, and student and his staff at MSU.
volunteers. There are also four team
"You can’t survive without them,"
physicians. said Giancola, echoing the senti
Located just outside the m en’s ments of his fellow coaches. “ You
locker room downstairs in Panzer need John and his people to be
Gym, the training room welcomes able to say, ‘this guy needs to be
475-500 athletes (including pre shut down for the day or we're going
season camps) each year. MSU’s ath to lose him for a longer period of time.'
letic training staff pro
"When [John] tells
vides 2800-3200 phys
me we c a n 't get a
¿¿THAT OPPORTU guy ready this week,
ical th e ra py tre a t
ments in a year.
NITY TO EVALUATE I trust him. He’ll never
"I have been very
endanger the w el
THE KID ON THE
l ucky t h a t g o o d
fare of a player.”
people have com e
With MSU recently
FIELD...THAT’S THE
here and have been
adding the first Ath
SINGLE MOST
willing to put in time
letic Training Educa
whether they get
IMPORTANT THING tion Bachelor of Sci
paid or not,"' said
ence degree pro
WE DO.99
Davis of his student
gram in New Jersey,
assistants. "For all the
-H e o d A thletic Troiner prospective Students
years I’ve been here,
John D avis will have an oppor
for all the hours the
tunity to prepare for
kids have put in, they
a career as certified
have directly affected the success athletic trainers. They will be able
of the athletic program.”
to take what they’ve learned in the
MSU’s athletic training staff have classroom and put it to clinical use
the backing of the entire athletic when working with MSU's training staff.
department. It starts at the top.
Previously, students were offered
"Of all the pieces of the puzzle the same education, but only
that we put together in athletics, it’s through an internship route.
the one area I never have to worry
The Director of the Athletic Train
about," said MSU Athletic Director ing Education Program, Dr. David
Holly Gera. “That’s a tribute to John's Middlemas, believes the new pro
professionalism.”
gram will produce outstanding sludenls.
The baseball team has made 20
“ Our goal is to graduate students
regional tournaments in a row. The who are better than students from
football team has made the NCAA other schools,".said Middlemas. “The
Playoffs for the past three years. quality of a student's education and
Wrestling has produced the most where they end up will be a step
individual national cham pions in higher than it was."
Division III history with 28. And the
Director of Clinical Education for
list goes on.
See "TRAINING" on p.2 5
By EU Gelman
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Training

Baseball

Continued from p. 24
the new Athletic Training program
and form er d ire c to r o f Rowan' s
Afhlefic Training program Marsha
Grant-Ford feels MSU provides a
family atmosphere for students to
learn.
“ Our program is small and we
personally have vested interest in
every student," said Grant-Ford.
"We're leaving our mark on these
students and the a th le tic health
world will be different because stu
dents went to MSU.”
As National Athletic Training
Month com es to a close, Davis,
Middlemas, and Grant-Ford hope
the history of excellence at MSU will
draw some of fhe best and brightest
to the only Athletic Training Bache
lor's Degree program in New Jersey.
Division I schools like Seton Hall
are more focused on getting injured
athletes back than they are on edu
cating student trainers.
One of Davis' student volunteers,
Aleks Tamarkin, says MSU provides a
better learning environment.
“ I got more experience here in
one year than I got in three years
a t Seton Hall. John lets m e think
and act more independently," said
Tamarkin.
MSU men’s lacrosse players Dave
Gondres and Joe Wenzenter tore
their ACLs in their left knees in the
first half of last Tuesday’ s gam e.
They could be out four to six months.
Somehow, it's hard to imagine they
won't make a quicker recovery.
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Continued from p. 28
a team 24 of those years. In' 1984
there were three teams in the Series
but has since been repeated due
to geographical changes. As of
this week, TCNJ is 8-4, Rowan is 9-5,
Rutgers- Camden is 15-0, New Jersey
City is 7-3, Richard Stockton is 10-5,
Kean is 14-3, William Paterson is 8-4,
and MSU is 8-4 to show the competi
tion ahead in the NJAC. Schoenig
believes Rutgers- Newark can beat
anyone at anytime despite their 4-8
record.
MSU however, has posted a 34-2
record against NJAC opponents
over the last two years. Overall
Schoenig is 188-43-1 in the NJAC and
445-188-7 in his 14 years at MSU.
Every team looks to have a leader
on the team, someone to encour
age some verbal motivation during a
slump, someone to pick up a team's
spirits after a loss, or someone that
wants the bat in his hands during a
pivotal point in a game. This leader is
usually a veteran, a senior, someone
that knows the program or has been
around awhile, and especially knows
how to win. Schoenig believes Corey
Hamman, Brian Ellerson, and George
Becker, all seniors, could assume that
position when needed. They have
won a national championship and
finished third two years in a row. On
the other hand, MSU has 16 new
faces ouf of 30 on fhe ball club so
Schoenig believes fhere is a great

It's the second largest
state in America.
And every resident is
struggling to get out
It's bigger than Texas or New
York — but you won't find it
on any map. It's home to one
out of every six children in
America, each trapped within
its cruel boundaries. It's the
state of poverty in America.
And if you were poor, you'd
be home by now.

America's forgotten state.
Catholic Campaign
for Human Development
1-800-946-4243
www.povertyusa.org

CONFERENCE

deal of continuity between the past
and now and those faces can flat
out play baseball. Josh Morrison,
Ethan Boyd, and Chris Mayo are
some young players who Schoenig
would classify as leaders. “There
are some people who we can never
replace; they don't get-replaced as
baseball players and you try to come
as a close as you can to replacing
their perform ance. That always
has to be, somebody's not going
to be here-forever to have you get
a high perform ance level out of
other players. These players are very
good," Schoenig added about the
aspects of a leadership role.
Montclair looks to return to cham
pionship status of a couple years ago
and it appears they have all the tools
to do so. A solid lineup, respectable
defense, and oufsfanding pitching
are what is needed for success in
b a s e b a ll., Every f eam hopes to
posses one of those tools just to
be satisfactory and for some who
com pete, they may look to have
two of those tools but the real win
ners, the champions, have all three.
That's exactly what the Red Hawks
have in their arsenal.
B A SEB A LL G A M E S

Rain puts a dam per on every
one’s parade, and this week it inter
fered with Montclair's hit parade.
Their offense was shut down for a
gam e this w eek due to the w et

weather.
In the past week, MSU had two
games against SUNY- Cortland at
home on consecutive days and
one game against Wilmington was
postponed until the end of April
due to rain. MSU dropped the first
meeting with SUNY- Cortland 6-3.
Corey Hamman had a rough outing
giving up five runs, all earned, walk
ing five, and striking ouf four over
seven innings. Josh Pine and Ric
Haas fhrew the other two innings.
Pinegave up a hit and struck out two
during his inning of work and Haas
walked one, struck out one, and
surrendered one run in his inning.
Shawn Dyckman was 2-3 with an RBI
on the day to lead the Red Hawks.
There was some role reversal in the
second m eeting betw een these
teams as MSU took the second
game 12-6.
With the last game rained out,
MSU has the challenge of facing
Rensselaer on Thursday March 28,
prior to jumping into NJAC play with
a doubleheader against New Jersey
City.
This past week showed how MSU
had the disadvantage in the first
m eeting where the ball was not
placed where they wanted it and
had the complete advantage in the
second game. They were doubled
up on Saturday then were the ones
doing the doubling up on Sunday.
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Cooney
Continued from p. 28
team in the nation, averaging 2.2 a replacing Hill. He gives cre d it to
game. They made it to the Atlantic Giancola for helping him through his
NCAA C ollege Division Baseball first year at MSC in 1984.
Tournament, the equivalent of
“ I cam e in and was goofy and
today's NCAA Division III Mid-Atlantic joked around ... but if anybody got
Regional.
out of line or was thinking about
“The pitchers we had were out getting out of line, they knew they
standing, the position players were had to face Coach G," said Cooney
tremendous, and we had a great who compared their relationship to
coach,” said Cooney who went 9-0 a "good cop/bad cop."
that year.
Giancola also helped Cooney
Cooney was drafted by the Min with organizing practices.
nesota Twins after the season. He
"I knew what I wanted to do in my
received a $2,500 signing bonus and head ... nothing was written down. It
$500 a month salary to' play for the was-all a d -lib be d ,” said Cooney.
Class A Orlando Twins. Hemoved up "He showed me w hat they do in
to the high Class A Midwest League football and how they break it down
in 1973. But a fte r going 6-0 and into time segments. He made me a
having an ERA just under 2.00 in June better coach."
to lead the league, his right shoulder
Full-time assistant football/basestarted hurting. It was the beginning ball coach Rich O'Connor joined
of the end for C ooney's playing the baseball staff the following
career.
gm
year to form what
He sat out a
Cooney calls "the
¿¿T h e f ir s t t im e
month and got a
best baseball staff"
Cortisone shot.
of his career.
C o a c h [G ia n c o l a ]
Cooney came .
Cooney re
back and pitched
CALLED ME ‘MOOSE’ I called two of the
the rest of the
most difficult deci
FELT ACCEPTED.99
year with an ailing
sions he had to
shoulder. The Twins
- F o r m e r H e a d B a s e b a ll make in the 1987
made it to the
World Series.
Midwest Champi
C o a c h K e v in C o o n e y
Af t er w in n in g
onship where they
game one, O'Con
faced the Brewers I
nor and Giancola
in a best-of-three
scouted the Wesseries. With the series tied a t 1-1, leyan-U.C. San Diego gam e, the
Cooney shut the Brewers down to loser of which the Indians would play.
win the championship. That was the U.C. San Diego lost and Cooney
last game he ever pitched.
asked his assistants whom he, should
He was cut by the Twins the fol pitch.
lowing year because of his shoulder
They told him to go with Brian
problems.
Cheswick, a reliever and spot starter
But the end of his dream to pitch who had struggled all year instead
in the majors gave birth to a new of Jeff Vanderoef, their number one
one ... coaching.
pitcher whom he held out of game
After returning to MSQ to earn his one.
Physical Education degree, Cooney
If they won, the Indians would
began a coaching career working have their ace in Vanderoef to pitch
as an assistant under Anderson from against everybody else's number
1975-1976. MSC football coach Fred three pitcher. The pivotal third game
Hill took over for Anderson a fte r w ould either send them into the
he retired in 1976. When Hill took championship game undefeated or
the head-coaching job at Rutgers drop them into the loser's bracket.
University in 1983, Cooney was hired
"So you guys w ant me to skip
to coach his alma mater.
our number one pitcher again?”
Cooney felt an immense pressure Cooney asked them. "If we lose, I'm
to win and become accepted after going to be the biggest idiot in the

state of New Jersey."
Indians w ent to four Mid-Atlantic
But then his assistants said the Regional championships, winning
magic words to their head coach, the NCAA Division III World Series
“ If it works, you're a genius."
in 1987. Cooney was named New
The Indians won 9-4 and Cooney Jersey College Coach of the Year
began to breathe again.
in 1985 and NCAA Division III District
"They knew their head co a ch Coach of the Year from 1985 to 1987.
who. has a little bit of an ego and He compiled a 138-50-5 coaching
doesn't mind gambling and they mark.
knew what to say to convince me.
But Cooney got tired of having
I always considered that we did it," to raise money most of the school
said Cooney.
year for the baseball program most
The other deci- _
notably for yearly
sion was letting left- m
baseball trips to
66THE p it c h e r s w e
fielder Leroy Horn
Florida. He wanted
HAD WERE OUTSTAND
swing away in the
to practice out
bottom of the 10th
doors.
ING, THE POSITION
inning of the cham
"I was looking
PLAYERS WERE TREMEN at these Florida
pionship
game
against Wisconsinco a che s and
DOUS, AND WE HAD A
Oshkosh.
thought they have
After D.H. Mike
GREAT COACH.99
the
life,”
said
Wenrich got a
Cooney.
- K e \ / in C o o n e y o n 1 <-? 2 2
leadoff single and
When Florida
Horn was due up, I
Atlantic’s
baseball
B a s e b a ll t e a m
Cooney wanted to
coach Steve Tray
bunt, but Giancola and O'Connor lor left to take over at Duke, Cooney
had other ideas.
jumped at the chance to coach in
"Coach G looks at me and says, the Sunshine State. He was hired by
‘I don’t think Leroy has ever bunted FAU and said goodbye to his home
in his life,” recalled Cooney. "I look at at MSC.
O'Connor and say, ‘so we'll hit and
For C ooney, it was painful to
run.’ He says, 'no he swings through leave. He recalled his former player
a lot of pitches. He’s not a good hit Pete Diaz calling him after hearing
and run guy.'"
the news.
"I looked at the two of them and
"He said, 'I feel like my father is
said, ‘you guys are a big help' and leaving me,"’ said Cooney. "It was
laughed. Coach G says, ‘let’sjust do tough to adjust. My wife and kids
nothing and see what happens.'”
were 1,300 miles away."
The count goes to three-and-one,
Even after 15 years, Cooney still
Horn gets a fastball, and hits a bomb feels like an outsider at FAU and has
over the right field fence to win the never developed the kinship with his
national title.
colleagues that he had at MSC.
"We won the national champion
When Hill coached at MSC, he
ship because those tw o assistant began a tradition of calling his play
coaches were smart enough to ers and assistants "Moose” to get
one, know their material, confident • their attention. Everyone who knew
enough to voice their opinion and him carried that on after he left for
override their head co a ch in the Rutgers.
two most important decisions in the
"The first time Coach G. called me
whole course of the tournament," ‘Moose' I felt accepted,” said Cooney.
said Cooney. "We w ouldn’t have
Cooney recently began keeping
won the World Series if I had been a coach's journal on the website for
coaching alone. They put the proper FAU. He said if they win the national
players in a position where they championship, he's going to turn it
could be most successful and it was into a movie.
their ideas for those players."
But for C ooney, to be ca lle d
In four seasons, the Cooney-led "Moose" again would be enough.
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Good ol’ days: Kevin Cooney, fa r left, and the 1987 baseball team following th e ir regional cham pionship victory at P ittser Field.
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thi s w e e k ’ s
standings
Through 3/19

A cti on
(

Baseball
N JA C

O v e r a ll

Rutgers-Camden
Kean
NJCU
Richard Stocktoggj i

15-0

MSU

8-4

14-3
7-3
10-5

1

WPU
Rowan
TCNJ
Rutgers-Newark
Ramapo

8-4

SOFTBALL
Thurs. 28 vs.Caldwell
2 p.m.
Sat. 30 vs. RSC*
1 p.m.
Tues. 2 @ Rutgers-Newark
3 p.m.

9-5
8-5
4-8
1-2

Softball
N JA C

NJCU
Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden
MSU
Rowan
TCNJ
WPU
Kean
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Newark

^
BASEBALL
Thurs. 28 vs. Rensselaer
2:30 p.m.
Sat. 30 vs. NJCU*
11:30 a.m.
Tues. 2 @ Adelphi
3 p.m.

Overall
4 -0
1-0
9-1

MEN’S LACROSSE
Thurs. 28 vs. DeSales
7 p.m.
Sat. 30 @ Stevens Tech
1 a.m.
Wed. 3 @ Manhattanville
4 p.m.

9-5
9-5

WOMEN’S LACROSSE
Thurs. 28 @ Ursinus
4 p.m.
Sat. 30 vs. Rowan
6:30 p.m.
Tues. 2 vs. Lycoming
4 p.m.

9-6
7-5

4-1 2
■3-9
2-6

r

3

Interested in a
Career
Dealing with Sports?

TENNIS
Thurs. 28 vs. NJIT
3:30 p.m.
Tues. 2 @ USMMA
4 p.m.

Come join The Montclarion's
Sports Section and cover
some o f Division I ll’s best
teams and rivals.
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communication,
and editing skills.
See how it feels to be a real beat
reportetat almajor paper
by sitting at the sidelines and
doing post game interviews.
If sports is your life, why not
make a living off o f it?
C a ll x 5 2 4 1 and ask for
M ike Sanchez or Eli Gelman
for more information.

Baseball

3 /2 1 -MSU 10, DeSales U. 4
3 /2 3 -SUNYCortland6, MSU
3
3/24 MSU 12, SUNY Cortland

6
Softball

3/22 - MSU 3, Muhlenberg 2
3/22 - SUNY Cortland 8, MSU

Layout

2

Design

Sophomore Pitcher - L
Kearny, NJ
Gogal was named “NJAC Player of the W eek”
after pitching 7 innings allowing only one earned
run on 5 hits. He fanned 5 SUNY-Cortland players
as MSU won 12-6.

h o n o r a b I e

mention

Ethan Boyd
Freshman Outfielder
Perth Amboy, NJ
Boyd was named “NJAC Rookie of the
Week.” He went 6 for 12 collecting 5 RBI’s
and coming around to score 4 times.

Cathy Homeik
Sophomore Attacker
Toms River, NJ
Homeik scored 5 goals over the week and
had an assist in the overtime loss to Mes
siah. She leads the team with 14 points (7
goals, 7 assists).

Tonya Barnes
Junior Catcher
Mechanicsville, PA
Barnes hit 6-14 and is batting .348 on the
season. She collected 3 RBI’s to help MSU
split it’s four games oyer the weekend.

3/23 - Ithaca 8, MSU 2
3/23 - MSU 5, Bridgewater
(MA) 0

W rite
Lead

Women’s Lacrosse
3/23-M essiah (PA) 15, MSU
13(OT)

Teach
Edit

Men’s Lacrosse
3/23- R S C 10, MSU 7

Call X 5282

‘ New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

“7

V__________________________ >

Kevin Gondres
Freshman Attacker
Fair Lawn, NJ
Gondres score three goals in a 10-7 loss to
Richard Stockton. He also added 2 assists,
his first points as a Red Hawk.

J

MSU’s Unsung Heroes...
The Athletic training Staff
See Page 24

Voi 81

Scores and Upcoming
Games
See Page 27
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Baseball Team Hopes to Capture Title Again
Gogol, Boyd Help MSU Win 2 of 3 Over the Week
By John Montesano
S taffW riter

From coast to coast, MSU
is known for winning. The
Red Hawks, back from a twogame set in Virginia and a
seven-game set in Califor
nia, were led by youth and
experience.
MSU Head Coach Norm
Schoenig feels confident this
mix can com pete with the
elite teams in and out of the
NJAC Conference. "We play
some outstanding competi
tion. Bridgewater (VA) has
been in the regional tourna
ment three out of the last

four years and DeSales, who
we played last Thursday, and
C ortland has been to the
College World Series the last
five years," Schoenig said
about MSU's competition.
Schoenig also believes he
has the lineup to produce
runs and win ball games. He
said a typical lineup would
be Ethan Boyd leading off,
followed by Chris Mayo, Brian
Ellerson, Chris Baran, Shawn
Dyckman, Joe Giacomiazzio,
Tommy Worth, Adam Cerminaro in the eighth spot,
and a few choices to be the
designated hitter in the last
spot of the b a ttin g order.
Josh Morrison and Scott Allan

were Coach Schoenig’s first
two options but would elect
to go with Frank Semplenski
against right handed pitch
ers. "We usually have a
fairly consistent lineup but
we have a couple of posi
tions going back and forth,”
Schoenig said. He was refer
ring to the aforementioned
designated hitter and he
touched on first base as
another position th a t has
some other multiple possibili
ties.
MSU will go with a steady
four- man pitching rotation
throughout the season.
Corey Hamman, a senior
lefty, Jeff Gogal, a sopho

more lefty, Kevin Rakowski, a
senior righty, and Jason Arre,
a junior righty, round out the
starting rotation.
"We would use some of
those guys in the middle of
the week for an inning. Josh
Pine has pitched well for us
and Chris Paciga, a fresh
man, threw well against
Laverne," Schoenig said of
his bullpen and how he
uses an occasional starting
pitcher in the relief for certain
situations.
As far as defense goes,
Schoenig said, "We are not
throwing the ball as well from
behind the plate as w e ' d
like to. Defensively we are

fielding .966. We made three
errors against Chapman, two
against DeSales, and none
against Cortland. Defen
sively, we're sound. We will
be around that .970 fielding
percentage, which is out
standing.”
In order for MSU to win this
year, they will have to do
so against some extremely
tough competition within the
New Jersey Athletic Confer
ence. Schoenig believes the
whole league to be tough.
He gave the example, out of
the 26 years of World Series
baseball, the NJAC has sent
SEE “BASEBALL" ON P.25

Catching Up With Cooney
Softball
The Red Hawks split four games over the weekend at
the MSU/Kean Softball Classic falling to third place in the
four-team tournament. After defeating Muhlenberg 3-2
in the first game, MSU fell 2-8 to SUNYCortland. The next
day MSU lost another 2-8 decision to Ithaca, but won
the night cap with a 5-0 victory against Bridgewater
(MA). They are now 8-4 on the year.

Men's Lacrosse
After starting the season 3-0, MSU lost a 10-7 decision
at Richard Stockton College this past Saturday.
The offense, which has scored 10 goals in each
of their first three games, was led by freshman Kevin
Gondres with three goals and two assists.
On the season, Chris Meixner leads the team with 11
goals and three assists for a team high 14 points.

Women's Lacrosse
MSU lost a tough overtime game to Messiah 15-13.
Messiah scored tw o goals in overtime 11 seconds
apart to put away the Red Hawks who battled back
from 13-8 on five straight goals in the final two and a
half minutes. Kristen Miskey tied the gam e with 20
seconds left.
Cathy Homiek, the leading point getter on the
team with 14 points, scored five goals on the loss.
Jody Gangemi added in four goals. They are 1-1 on
the season.

JOHNSPARACIO
/THEM O NTCLARION

Seniors Donna R usso (#22 above), L ori Burns (#3
bottom ), a n d the R e d H aw ks lo se a tough 15-13
overtime game to M essiah afte r scoring five straight
goals to tie the game.

Former MSC Heod Baseball Coach and Pitcher
Recalls Montclair Days
By Eli Gelman
AssistantSports Editor

Kevin Cooney was only 24
years old when he pitched
his last baseball game, but
his baseball career was far
from over. Thirteen years later,
C ooney b e ca m e the first
head coach to lead the then
Montclair State Indians to a
Division III World Series Cham
pionship in 1987. Now man
aging a t Division I Florida
Atlantic University, Cooney
has not forgotten his Northern
New Jersey baseball roots.
“ I was fortunate that
Bill Dioguardi recruited me,
then became [MSC] Athletic
Director and I played for
Clary Anderson which was
the biggest break I ever got
in my life p ro b a b ly,” said
Cooney. “He was a legend in
New Jersey at the time and
I got to play for and learn
from him.”
Cooney pitched at Mont
clair State College from
1970-1972. He set school
records at the time for single
season wins with nine and
career victories with 18. A
MSU Hall-of-Famer, Cooney
co m p ile d an 18-3 career
record with a 2.35 ERA and
164 strikeouts. He has the 4th
best single-season ERA with
1.36 in 1972.
One of his fondest memo
ries is defeating Upsala in
1971. Upsala had won 17
straight games and were the
major power in the area.
“I
remember
being
scared to death. All the

seniors are coming up to me campus in East Orange ...
saying ‘you better not screw razzing their students. I was
this up,'” said Cooney who just happy I survived and
was filling in for MSC’s injured didn't let anybody down.”
number one pitcher Ken
Cooney was part of one
Inglis. “I went out there and of the greatest teams ever at
pitched the best game I MSU in 1972: The Indians were
ever pitched. I threw 90 20-2 in the regular season
pitches, 16 balls. Nobody got and 22-4 overall. They had
to second base.
the best home run hitting
“We didn't leave. We just
S e e "COONEY” o n p. 26
keep driving around their
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K evin C o o n e y s p e a k in g a t th e R in g C e re m o n y fo r
the 1987, then M o n tcla ir Indians D ivision III N ational
Champions.

